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the order of prederrenence.
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sech.
Wes Helten cited the case of
barbecued meats • sold across
'Ines 'as an instance stiow-
ng the meticulous rrian.ner in
whit 'he service operates. The
USDA's Meat Inspection Divis-
on recently ruled that eneats
baked... or • roasted in barbecue
eiuce cann A be labeled "bar-A
becu ed." To carry that term,
meats must have been cocked
by the derect heat of a hard-
wood tire or it ceede.
Men meuxi standards have been
set up for miny meet produces,
*aid Miss Helton
nk.
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Divelbiss Is Speaker At Cub
Pack 145 Father-Son Dinner
D. L. Divisible.
D. L. Divelbiss spoke to ape
proximately forty Cub Scouts of
Pack 145 and their ?ethers last
night at the annual father-son
banquet of the pack.
Divelbiss complimented t h e
pack on its feet growth. although
it Is a new pack. He brought
out the point that in this modern
day, fathers have little time tei
spend with their .sons, so the
banquet se r v ed as a good
medium whereby fathers could
be with their sons.
He told the group that children
•oday have many interests, more
so than Khen he was a boy,
welch keep the children away
Irom home for lung. periods.
School keeps the child away from
home while he is in his younger
years, then other interests enter
his life.
He told the boys that the ages
two to fourteere-were important
because habits formed in this
period tend to stay wi h them,
also their generincharacter is
set. • • -
Diveliaiss urged the boys to
work hard during their Cub
Scout days to prepare themselves
for the Boy Scouts and life
afterwards.
He reviewed his life as a boy
on the farm and compared the
life of today to show the buys
while great opportunities are in
store for a Cub Scout of today.
He urged the fathers to stick
with their sons in their various
efforts, and told the boys to
remember the help they were
receiving from their fathers.
Following his talk, a film was
shown, of the Boy 'Scout Jam-
boree held at Valley Forge.
Cubmaster John Sammons pre-
sided at the meeting. which was
opened and closed with prayer.
A flowering plant was present-
ed to each den to take to their
Den Mother as a token' of ap-
preciation.
Church Young People To Take
Over Positions During Week
Johnny Sanderson has been!
churn as Youth Week pestor ofI
Memorial Baptist Church. *oath
Week will begin !geode 1.3•scsit
continue through Sunday,
(30
The young men selected to
serve as isastor is the son of
Mr and Mrs. Voris Sanderson
vste, reede on West Main Street.
The seventeen year old senior
of Mornay High School is active
in church lite a• Memorial. In
addle:ion in being secretary for
his Sunday School clams and
participating in the Young Pea-
.4 pie's- Treating Union, he Is
• counsellor for the Royal Arnbas-
esee soden oryeaniza ti on .
Other officers who will be
serving include, James Jackson,
Jimmy Graham. Jerry Key,
Charles Fn zz ell. David Hogan!
as tethers. Serving a., Deacons,
Dwight Wilkerson, chairman
Jamie Overton. 014. rk. Jimmy
Robert, deacon of the week.
I
Sunday. School ofticers are Gra-
',ham Duvall, superintendent, and
Raym,,nd Bailey, ado" superen-
tendent. Mink teachers a r e
DWIariC Jones, Ledane Cannon,
Frank Miller, Janet Davis. Ray-
mond Bailey, Georgia Speight,
Frank Johnson. Lynne Spnaggs.
Young People's superint end e nt
is Frank Meier. Intermediate
seperordendent is Doris Bailey.
Junior superirstendere is Martha
of`Garland. Tnaening Schne offic-
ers are Dwane Jones as general
director, Gene Buchanan, adult
direet or, Barbara Hill. Young
People's dhreetor, Janet Davit,
inder-nediate director, Lynne
Sprago, junior cit remit Da yid,
le.1 e•r is Br.itherh.*Ki president
with Georgia Sweetly ae Worn-
an's. MIsalenary Union president.
Theme for the week's activi-
ss Lee is "Saved to Serve." During
week, e'stine- yestelt- cfe-the---
church well fill various dlitirch
offices and engage in 3 well-
planned program of activities.
The officers will be inetalled
during the morning service Sun-
day. M.arch 23. Sunday night
the Youth Week pasitor, Jehhny
Sender-rem. wild bring the mes-
gage F.illowing 'the message the
Weathor
Report
Ily UNITIRD PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Cloudy
and cool today, tonight and
Sunday with rain or snow likely
satonight
or Sunday. High today
nIn the upper 40s. Low tonight
In mid 30s. •
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Paducah 30, Benvlingi Green 25,
Covington 27, Hopkinsville 23.
Louisville 26, Lexington 23 and
London 22.
Evansville, Ind., 23.
pastor, Rev. T. A. Thacker, eviii
administer the ordinance of
Swam -4o viscera converts.
Yal•an fabled* an the base-
ment at the church Wig follow
the service All youth are invit-
ed and refreshments will be
served.
The Wednesday prayer meet-
ing well be led - by the Youth
Week pastor and youth of the
church. Thursday evening t h e
young people will meet at the
church and attend in a group
the Regional Conference un
World Missions . which will be
cant:Waled at F i r st Baptiet
Church- by the. General Associa-
tion isf Baptiste in Kentucky.
The climax of Youth Week
will be Sunday. March 30. The
general otfices; of Sunday School
will be tilled by youth and all
advert chasses will be taught by
them. The young people will
usher for both services and wit'
tee the general effices of Train-
ing tensen. Guest minister for
the morreng service will be Rev
Ft. L. Stenker. The evening serv-
ice will be a unique maisical
pre >grape ermron inSunge'
featuring the Church Choir led
by Frank Jehrision, Mhnister of
Mueac.
These dedicated young people
join with the paetor in extend-
ing to all young people a it.eadial
invatiatien tb attend and partici-
pate in these Youth Week ecti-
Blackburn To
Head Society
Walter E. Blackburn, head of
the Phesieral Soience Dvart-
ment at Murray State CoPlege,
Pass been elected .attarrersarn of
'he newly organized Kentucky
Lake section if the Arneralin
Chernseal Society.
De. Blackburn will serve until
a firmal charter is granted the
iewarenailion in September. Oth-
er ‘ifflicers of the prdvesiona I
organiaateon include Robert Le-
vin, Union Carbide Nuclear Co.,
vice chairrnian; Dr Pete Paniere,
Murray Stale College, Necretray-
treasurer; H. M. Flesher, Pen-
neyhanne Salt Manufacturing
eouricilor; and Richard Bat-
tistelle, Union Carbide Nuclear,
alternate councilor.
Aill chemist; or chemical en-
gineers reeding in counties
within a 75-mile radius of Mur-
ray. headquarters for the ^r-
isanization, are eligible f u r
niimborehip.
Meetings for the group will
be held monthly from Septem-
ber through May with the meet-
ing site being rotated among the
cities within the section terri-
tory. The AseM1 meeting will be
in Paduclah.
a •
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Representative Is
"Amused" At Happy
Circular For President
FRANKFORT 41, — Circulars
supporting Goy. A. B. Chandler
for the Democratic nomination
for president of. the United States
in 1960 were passed out in both
the House and Senate galleries
Friday night during the final
hours of the 1958 legislative
session.
Boyd Cole, a Louisville in-
surance agent, distributed the
handbills, which bore a large
picture of the governor.
Several of :he bills reacted
:he floor of the House, during
a lunch recess. Representatives
of the anti-Administration faction
objected.
Rep. Paul'Huddleston (D-War-
renitook the floor on a point
of personal privilege. "I am not
aggrieved. I am amused," Hud-
dleston said of the circulars.
Chandler was a candidate for
the Democratic nomination 1958
but received little support at
the Democratic National Con-
vention at Chicago, except from
the Kentucky delegation.
Judge Sets Aside
Verdict Of Jury
NEW YORK (tle — A rake
Friday night angrily set aside
a jury verdict awarding $30,000
to a Boston attorney who had
sued Winthrop Flockeeeller Jr.
and hes termer wife Bobo for
counsel fees allegedly owed rem.
State Supreme Court Justice
Samuel Geld also startled the
courtroom by tongueetashing the
seven rnon and five %Icemen who
reached the unanimous Verdict
in basor of Joseph•
In The court's opinion it
would be a travesty of justece
to find in behalf of the plain-
tiff," Gold said to the jurors.
"You look like an intelligent
jury, but you didn't act hke
Gold gpastad - lantana kaiiaa.
non a melon by former 'Fed-
eral Judge S i m a n
Rockefeilers attorney, that the
award be set aside as "again.st
the evidence and the we.glat of
e vItt cite e ."
Sax. who had smiled broadly
when the award was announceo,
listened :n gloom as Gold fumed
at the )ury: "The testimony of
the plan fl is so inherently in,
cred.bie that it cannot overcome
documentafy truth and the oth-
er testimony offered on behalf
of the defense."
Sax had sued Rockefeller and
Bob, for $100.000 he said they
owed him for helping them
reach the record five-m.1110a-
cicAlrer settlement that Winthrop
gave 13cee upon their divorce.
Woman Ex-Convict
Poses As A Man
RALEIGH, N. C. I9' — A 33-
year old woman ex-convict who
posed as a man for two years
was hied in Wake county Jail
tecley on a lederel charge of
in'erstate transportation of stolen'
property.
The FBI, which had spent a
year searching for .a thief they-
believed was a Man, announced
Friday that Geraldine. Gra ce
Moore had been arrested here.
At the time of her arrest
she was living as a woman
and ..orating a small grocery
on the outskirts of ,he city:
As John Leigh Moore Jr., she
had worked for two years in
the heme off:ce of :he J. P
Stevens Co. in Greensboro.
It was "John LeIgh Moore
Jr." that the FBI had sought
in connection with the theft
of checks from the big textile
°firm. The FBI said that she had
stolen seven checks and that
she and an accomplice had taken
the checks to Greenville, S. C..
where they were cashed.
Greensitoro police had arrested
"John Leigh Moore Jr." in March,
1957, on a forgery charge. The
woman, still posing as a man,
posting $1,000 bond and dis-
appeared.
Police Lt. H. D. Neal, who
arresteci the "man," said that
he had "assumed" at the .,time
that Moore was a man. He
said he would not be able to
say for certain that the wornan
arrested here was "John Leigh
Were Jr." anti' federal officers
brought her to Greensboro.
BAKt SALE MONDAY
The -Murray Training School
Senior Class is having a bake
sale on Monday, March 24 in
front of she Belk-Settle Com-
pany. The sale will start at
9:(0) o'clock with cookies and
candies of all kinds being sold.,
oactssom SUEVEn41141111
PARIS —Frame's Alpreme
count Tthursdiay night reversed
the convictions and consequent
death sentences of !VA:, - 16-year-
old Algerian g:rki accused of
parric.paeinge in rebel bornb at-
tacks on two Algiers football
eta:Luau a year ago. The court
overruled a Dec. 22 decision by
an Algiers ewer court on tech-
nocrat gruunds. The girls. Whose
names wore werittheld, must
stand heal again.
LOUD INTRUDERS
EAST WIND HAM, Me. —.9'
Phelip Grattan) caught three
youetis who broke Into his etore.
The sounds they made reached
his home through an arraA.fying
system he had set up.
Tighter Purchasing Control Is
Vetoed By City Council Last Night
P
EASTER SIN MAE -Mrs. Mamie Eisenhower hoists a sheet
of Easter Seals and an album of Easter Seal greetings,
brought to her at the White House by that cute little girl,
who is this year's Easter Seal Child She is Mary Lynne
Dannuck of Yuma. Ariz. The album of greetbngs represents
art work of crippled children. tot whose benefit Easter
Seals ars wild each year- Morsel *mud sawidpkoto)
MURRAY HOSPITAL NEWS
Friday's complete record follows
Census e 32
Adult Beds' .  65
Emergency Beds   33
Patients Acknitted   3 •
Patients Dismrissed   0
New Tetizers   2
Patients admited from Wednes-
day 9:30 a.m. to Friday 9:00 a.m
Mrs. R. P. Stubblefield, Rt. 5;
Moss Ka'hy Nancilynn
College Station, Mrs. W. B. Mc-
Gehee. Rl. 4 Hickman; Mrs. Ru-
dell Parks, 914 Syscameire: Chars
les Sawyer.. 1610 Miller; Mrs
Wiltam Wade ,Joseph end baby
buy, Re. 2, Kanksey, Mrs Ken-
neth Galloway and oeby boy.
601 Pine, Benton; Mr. Cletus
Lamb, Rt. 2, • Kirksey.
Patients dismissed from March
19, to March 21, 1958:
Mrs Edgar Wilk:neon, 308 So.
16th: Mrs DretY Oaapvr. Sci.
16th; W P. Huse Rt. 4; Mts.
Ar hur Todd. Rt. 1, Lynn Grove;
Wm. M. Barker. 107 No. 12th.;
Mrs. WiLard Duncan, Rt. 1 Dex-
ter; Martin Bailey, Jr.. Kt. 2:
Mrs. Hatford Orr, Rt. I. Hazel;
Mrs. ale D. &Lott. 209 Wood-
land; Miss Lagenza Darnell, Re.
1, Farnangten, Miss Linda Gru-
gete. Kt. I, Alrho;
Series Will Explain Just What City
Planning Is And Its Objectives
Editor's Note: The Ledger and
Times will begin a series of
articles today which will explain
in detail the purpose of the
Murray Zoning and Planning
Commission. The articles were
specially prepared by David P.
Fogle, City Planner with the
Division of Planning and Zoning.
Department of Economic Security
of Frankfort.
The articles were .written by
Mr. Fogle in order that the
citizens of the community would
be informed on the problems
and purposes of the commission.
-"f -have -wanted- is -See -thia
for a long time and the interest
of the Murray Planning Com-
mission at our last meeting,
inspired me on to the final
effort," Mr. Fogle writes, "and
you (the commission) being the
inspiration, are the first to re-
ceive it."
The Ledger and Times is
pleased to have the exclusive
publication of t his series of
articles, one of which will be
published each day.
The Murray Planning and Zon-
ing Commission of Murray is
composed of.,- Hir a m Tucker,
chairman, erd Settle, Aubrey
Simmonf," Verne Kyle, Frank
Lancaster, Charlie Grogan and
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
WHAT IS CITY PLANNING?
City planning is a means by
which citizens of a community
such as Murray, through their
planning commission and city
council, set forth ideas and pro-
posals for guiding the future
growth of the community. In
Its simplest terms, it ,can be
defined as intelligent forethought
applied to the development of
a community. The first remere- sion control, capital improve-iplanning program, it is necessary
ment of a city planning program sments, programming and urban to have the support of everyone
in the community. While it is
true that some individual may
feel that he is being unduly re-
stricted, the fact is that he is
restricted only from infringing
on the rights of his neighbors
and fellow citizens. A planning
program concerns itself with the
best interests of the community
at. a whole and not with the
priva.e interests of any indi-
vidual.
is the desire of the citizens and
their city officials to make the
community a better place in
which to live and work. The
people of Murray are fortunate
in that :heir city officials have
expressed that desire and have
taken. steps to realize,,5 it by
setting up a city planning com-
mission. The city planning com-
mission is getting technical ad-
vice from Mr. David P. Fogle.
a representative of the stale
planing agency set up under
The Deparemen4-e4 -Eeeneterie-
velopment at Frankfort.
All citizens are affected by
what goes on in their home town.
and in this area of growth of
businesses a nd population, it
often becomes necessary to look
ahead to be sure the town
develops in an orderly manner.
This is done with the purpose
of preserving the community as
live and work. An individual.]
a desirable place in which to
a business, or a community vill
be healthier, wealthier and wiser
if prepared to meet the future.
Houses and businesses which
are poorly constructed or badly
located affect the physical well-
being of a community in much
the same way as Cancer affects
the human body. They waste
city money and diminish the
feeling of pride which every
citizen should have in his come
munity.
Fortunately, there are legal
methods, or tools, enacted in
the laws of ' Kentucky which
make it possible to work toward
a better community. Some of
these tools are zoning, subdivi-
renewal. The city planning com-
mission of Murray. has been
set up to carry on a long-range
planning program using these
tools to guide community devel-
opment. Its status is that of an
adviser to the city council. Gen-
erally its proposals must be ap-
proved by the city council in
order to be effective. This is
done at public hearings of the
commission and council which
every citizen has an opportunity
to attend and to v o ice his
-helped -that
will .keep themselves informed
as to whA their planning com-
mission. as well as their city
ouncil, is doing for the future
development of the city.
In order to have a successful
Funeral Of Mrs.
Lancaster Changed
To Madisonville
The place ,if 'he funeral of
Mrs. Belle Long Lancaster has
been changed frorn Jeckeemeitle.
Florida to Madeonville, Ky., it
wait learned todiay.
The funeral had been set for
3:00 p.m. M,inday in Jackson-
ville. Fl eseila wtth burial in
Madisioneerie.
The Ledger and Times learn-
ed today that the funeral has
been changed to Madisonville,
and wall be on Monday a. 3:00
Mrs. Lancaster died ip Jack-
sonville on March 19 following
a long iilnese. She was t h e
widow of the late Joe Lancaster,
• •
Aged Lady.
Passes Away
Mrs. Jennie Phillips, age 81.
passed away this morning at
12:05 at her home. 400 South
Sixteenth Street here in Murray.
Her death was a result of com-
plications following an illness of
six months.
Survivors include one niece.
Mrs. William Burton of Owens-
boro, Ky.. four nephews; Harold
Spelght. Murray, Johnny Speight,
Whitlock, Tenn, Carl Speight,
Hickman. and Marvin Calicott of
Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Funeral services will be heldie
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the Max
H. Churchill Fu ner a 1 Home
Chapel T. A. Thacker and Paul
T Lyles will conduct the serv-
ice. Burial will be in the Farm-
ington Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home until
the service hour.
Proposal Not Sufficiently
Clear Some Councilmen Said
A discueeion on the puratiae-
ing technique of the city, was
held la-.4 night at 'he regular
mese:ng of the Murray Oety
Council,, which accounted f o f
about 4e hour of the three
hour meeting.
Suet StaRs, chainnian if the
pu reti eng ce men:tee* presented
a an to the ceuncil vehtdh
weetie govern all purcaleses
made by the clay.
The plan caned for routine
operating ptthchia.,es to continue
as at the present time, henvever
purchase; ef $20.00 or ov er
would undergo scrutiny of his
c-rnrnietee which ,would have
'he power of vetoing the par-
chaise
A. lengthy discussion develop-
iii. wheel untied in the voting
down of. the proposal. Main
point of contention apparently
was the difficulte in deciding
just what are routine purchases
for o‘quow1....cottraiacm„...a4acL -whom-
shiyuld be celled attention to
the purchasing committee.
Oppeenerets of :he propcsal
breught out the peht that MAI
zerreneetees in .ctiarge of t ii e
various city de-pa re. merles, discus-
sed all purchase; before they
were made, and if any doubts
arose, they were then brought
bete he full council anyway.
Sea% explained that the only
purpose of the proposal was to
take an active step to save the
e..y money.
. The way was left open for
Mr. Stalls to make anothsr pro-
posal to he cesencel however.
The way the matter is pres-
ently intuited is that eseh corn-
melee °enters on punahiases for
hie department. 'Any item whleti
regelres expenileure is brought
ti the attennon of the c, uncil
ter diecueeion.
Any itern costing as much a:
3500 is aueneaticably breught t.
Ihe attention of the ceunc.1 be-
cause w provides that bids
muse be taken on purchases of
this size.
Anther item which took up
several minutes was the appear-
ance of Hugh May, representing
a ma ric r.ig meter firm. The city
has just purchased 64 twe-hour
meters and six twelve minute
meters. May told the council
that courtesy boxes for t Pt e
h ecking of parking met?: fines
were working well in many cit-
ies and suggested twelve of the
boxes for the city. The boxes
-would be placed at vantage
points over the town and facili-
tate the paying of parking meter
fines, since there would be no
necessity al going to the city
hall for •that purpose.
The Chairmen of the fieance,
police and purchasing eenirriat-
'tees were naifeed. by' May ,r Elis
to study the.ematter. •
r.. D. Miller. executive secre-
tary of the Murray Chamber of
CoMmerce, appeared before the
council and urged that the city
consider municipal parking lots
Municipal Parking Las- located
ellear the square. would illevate
the parking situation, he said
The municipal parking lots
would have a cheaper rate than
regueer Street parking.
Several lees 'were discuseed as
preset lities and Mayor Ellis
apes ented the special probtems
committee to study the proposal.
The commies, ee is composed if
Guy Spann, Richard Tuck and
Joe Dick.
Miller also urged the council
to take some actiiin -to halt the
throwing of trash on Chestnut
Street. Some eitizene use Chest-
nut street as a dumping gr.und:
Miller told lie ceuncial. T Ia e
ea n itation ootion it tee; oomposed
of Bill Adams, Guy Spann and
D. Mitchell, wasadirected
by the Mayor to look into the
setuat ion.
Mayor Ellis reed a letter of
appreciation from the Murray
Baerbale Association. for the
aet ;on by the council recently
to kelt the new piny league
field.
Ellis also read a telegram that
he had sent to Senator John
•
%iceman C. oper and Represen-
tative_ Gregory in regard
to Federal A:d to chief to help
repair w:neer damage to streets.
-Ohs w - WA also provide an im-
petus to Employment, Ellis said
in the telegram. The council
inprocel 'he acticn of Mayor
Betts arid urged that he f Aline
his teleorarri up other adien.
The council was also informed
that the telephone cerripany is
desirous ef inetalleng pay tele-
h nes In certain areas in town.
One area is near the Peoples
Rank and ante her near Parker's
lrecery.
Winifred Allison was elected
as a fireman to replace C'iarence
Bennett who has submitted his
resignation which 'is effective as
if April 30.
' Mayor Holmes Elks publicly
thanked the elaily Ledger and
Times ler their coverage of Cry
a Ifisiss.
Many Bills
Pass As State
Assembly Out
By JAMES R. RENNEISEN
Lnited Press Staff Coreespond•rit
FRANKFORT 5ff — True to
toadition. state legislators rushed
through a flood of bills in the
closing hours of the 1958 session
befOre the General Assembly ad-
jeurned late Friday night!
le eh chambers worked es
iehly with the House 4
rearly 40 bills and killing six
F.enate measures. wh•le the Sen-
rte passed 30 measures.
The House adjourned at 11:21
I. m. c.s.l. and 'he Senate fol-
lowed suit seven minutes later.
The House, by a vote of 76
to 4 vote, approved and sent
te Gov. A. B. Chandler for his
signature a bill for a constitu-
tional amendment on payment of
a veterans bonus.
The amendment, which will be
in the 1959 November election
along one glieng
iheriffs the right to succeed
themselves, provides for financ-
ing a veterans bonus by a rev-
enue bond issue amortized by a
retail sales tax.
To speed up business, large
numbers of bills were combined
for one roll call vote in the
House, Hosvever, the practice
teought death tu Rime measure's.
In one group of six Senate
resolutions dealing wi'h proposed
studies by the Legislative Re-
search Commission failed' to pass
for lack of constifutional majori-
ties required.
The measures killed included
proposed studies of a model
state banking code, a uniform
law for motor vehicles, a merit
system for state employes. metro-
politan area problems and tax
obligations of airlines.
 -I•ciThe- !Irene* atear —I'M.- final
approval to bills granting sate
officials salary increases, allow-
ing legislators to take part in
the state - employes retirement
system and a measure authoriz-
ing a study by the Legislative
Research Commisston of medical
service plans.
The last measure passed during
the 1958 session was a bill
approved' in the House for estab-
lishing a new state park at
Bryan's Station in Fayette Coun-
ty.
In the Senate, an attempt to
expediate passage of bills by
voting on them in blocks was
defeated by Lt. Gov, Harry Lee
Waterfield who said it would be
unconstitutional.
- Most of the bills brought up
provoked little or no debate but
two' attempts by 'Sen. Murray
Blue (13-Clay) to bring the so-
cajcia.,.."Little Tidelands Bill" out
of thelBules Committee failed.
The Measure would have per-
mitted counties bordering the
Ohio River to lease oil, gas
and mineral rights of the river's
bed.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES; By Carrier In Murray, iser week 20e, per
month 85e In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; else-
where, $5.50.
SATURDAY — MARCH 22. 197.
BIBLE THOUGHT FOR T0i2.AY
I will make him my first born, higher
than the kings of the earth. -
4 „If wa, are (.'od's children .we sqrely w:::
take precedence over discredited royalty.
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
Neat city Hall and Gas Building  $120,000
Sewer Plant Expansion  $125,000
Planning and Zoning Commission with
Professional Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
'Industrial Expansion./
Sidewalks, Curbs. Gutters.
Widened Streets in some areas.
Continued Home Building.
Airport for Murray. .
City Auditorium
SWIMMING CHARGE UNWARRANTED
•
Cenator. Wayne .Freeman of May• field., who has our who was only :he league's best tans (NBC) and the Nut:lanai. passer, and broth of a boy at ga3 sincere respect, has introduced Senate Resolution lso• .i.otle named
a 
Mike M 
Hockey . tasague me between
cCormack. the Detroit Red %%nes a n
which urges that the Department of Conservation of it's, the wind of a William
the state continue to permit the pa,blic to use the park- :/ennings Bryan . you peed for
skethbawlle.
the 
in
nlikethse of Peteing. beach and swim:meg arca of the state parks without su 
making a charge, and aiso tilts: ail turnstiles, gates and drennan. Tommy Kearns, .Jack
heoches be reitu4e,s1..._. • iyowers and Jim Cunningham,ar-
VE-176 - There
Th 
About 
citareoichis;uch 
Gu
as Brendan 
McCann.the policy of free parking and free swimming is
kMercGin.miprae:
resolution was introduced because apparently
to be chariged. The resolution was passed by a 16-7 vote. Dunn. Jack McMahon, Ed Caitlin
We are in complete accord with SenatoeeFreeman's and Larry Costello.
resolution and urge the Department of Conservation to Hear More of Hogan
Golf l never get over a
ccinsider -it-- 
aa
man named Ben Hogan. of whom
Readers of thin column will recall that in Governor -s%)°.n.11
 be 
 plus ahel=1,:err.fdr -namedChandler -a easily administ.ration, we urged that so im- I Jackie -Burke. And who put
Plitlamena Garvey n of Dublinmin); areas be kept free to the public.
. bolds .he Britah Women's arna-
We feel this is necessary for several reasons. The teur title
primary reason is that the state park ;,ystem is support- In skiing.. the L. S. slalom
ed by the taxparer and therefore should be open to him cohlriP'"I
a n is one Thomas Cor-
- and why don't some-
free of charge. body ask "what happened to the
Another reason is that the park 'system is attracting Scandinavians"
thousands of people annually from out of state and a 
The tour-wall handball king
charge for swimming and parking at state parks would
lease an unpieasard memory with them. Charging for
swimming-and parking, after luring visitors to the state
parks from ses.eral nundred miles away, would be label-
led -as mercenary, to say the least.
-Another ver:. good reasan and possibly the soundest,
Chicago-- Snack Ha W ka CBS )
bath oar, at 2 pan. eaa. Ihe
Dayitan - Xavier (Oh,,) baakea-
ce-1 game for the Na....-nal -
Taurriament ta.le (CBS)
bagana at 4:30 p.m. .e.s.t.
U.S. JUMPER 32ND
OBERSTDORF, Germany
—An international adorcac ski
mete continued today with little
taaoe that Americans wauad En-
..41 am ,nss. the leaders. With.,
n of Kingsford,
was 32nd :n the At: jump witr..ch
Ipened the meet cr.day.
TWO FOR AMERICANS
ZAKOPANE. —
.A.rne.f,can w.-rnen c.air.ted two.,
day in an interna-
tional Aaane du meet. Betsy
Smite of Norwich. Vt., won the
C11011131-4.6 race Fr.diay while
Penny Pitau of Glifard, N.H.,
took the apec-ial slalom Teams-
13,43 Brady, wrestling has day.
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
More than 100 garments have been prepared to date
for the Girl Scout "Clothes for Friendship- project
is that many people will go to swimming areas unpro- which continue as a' major interest of the Girl
tected by life guards, because they do not want to pay Scouns here and throughout the nation during 1948, Mrs.
an adolission charge to the' tax suppOrted swimming George Hart announced today.
area. Undoubtedly i; nuMber of lives would be lust in The
 body; of H. S. *Reeves of Greenville, Miss_ was
ifound Thursday id the Mississippi River near Greenville.
this mariner. I J. 0. Reeves of Murray is d brother.
The state park stem. sinstituted and promoted - Dr. J. A. Outland will conduct a Health Clinic at
by Gosernor Lawrence W,eilierby, and carried out Lynn Grove High School Tuesday afternoon, March 23,
through the hard stork of Henry, NVard. has placed Ken- at 1 o'clock for pre-school children.
tucky "on the map 'more quickly -than any other promo- Avproximately 100 Cub Scouts, Cub Masters a
tion. The park system has grown until today it is the 
'guests were pfesent at the .Parent's Night banquet held
the High School gymnasium last night.
LEDGER & TIMN,‘ MURRAY, KENTUCKY
/MK
SD
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• 
Today's Sport Parade
I lifts alla Ewa Ilan 1
eg ODOM IIPUIRAT
NEW YORK flff — Who was a true champion in Terry' Mc-
:he aporung spaipeen with :he Cann and hockey gives,. you
temelity to asa. "Nino happened , such as Larry Regan, Red. Sulli-
to the Irish?" van, Ron Murphy, heti Kelly
When it comes to muscles. me and. Tom McCarthy. And who
by,e inc ansaar is "[Waling."
he alms. ot -the uuld sod are
as wideafireaci and wonaerlul as
ever.
Indeed, a great day and
a great tra.
i here no need to take a
Tipperara rifle to the doubters.
Its burying them: you can be
owns, with a hos. of the finest
Gaeac handles ever -to grace
:he athletic world.
Look at baseball, now, and
:he fine strapping ,ads swinging
major league sruilelaghs. on,
Line, tine bays — Briggs, Bros-
nan, Burke. Brady anu firwn;
Larey -anci Lamm; Daley and
Saone-van; Itarugan, and runigan
a nd !load; tarreli, Gorman,
:learn and Keegan; Kelly and
tie.iey; Lynch. O'Brien, °Von-
:lett- and liloole; Mann, Mc-
aaanan and Powers, --and Kitty,
amnh and' Walker.
hal Caruiolly. Fur speed of foot
and soundness of wind, take a
oaak at Ron Deafly. lurri Mur-
phy.. Join- J. Kelley and -hat
1.eaping mars el, Breneuin O'Reilly.
ktghting, they would tell you,
as a lait art among those who
,no.d. the paten:. 'Anal( to a young
welterweight named M i ckey
!Craw-lard and there are such,
1,a_a_.___Ats Pat McMurtry, Frankie
aaff, l'arnmy Kelly and* Jim
law Jut> „arcrier.
but Sunny Jim Fitzsuninua.s, 83
though he ba, sail is the top
trainer -of them all? Mickey
Walsh is a leading irainer of
Jumpers and his nepfiew, Tommy,
cut (rum the tine, mold, is one
of the leading riders.
What happened to the Irish,
indeed.
And, if you're stil not satisfied,
an Irish setter' was in the best-
of-show. _..finals at Westminster—
and a horse named Silky Sulli-
van is picked to win the Ken-
tucky Derby. Erin go bragh,
and pass .he bushmills.
EIGHT
R
Muscles A-Plenty i
Su it's muscles you're wanting: By UNITED PRESS
Hew; now, for Parry O'Brien, I NEW YORK: Madison Square
farther than who no. man ever Garden —Virgil Alcms, 1453..4,
threw the shot, or hammer man *: I-LA-LS. Ma-• ntataPcd Isacc
Logart, 145?a, Cuba (6).
MEXICO CITY: Victor Mandel
Quijanu, 128, Mexico stopped
Tonwny Tibbs, 131, Boston (8);
Haber: (Mn.) Garcia, 132,
M OG.03, knocked out Noel Hum-
phreys, 128. New yarit (2).
THREE GAMES ON TV
_
NEW YORK an —Three ma-
jor saxm-s events will be ti-
More muscles and grit can eased naLonalli today. The Na-
pe had among those in football. tional Malted:sal Assaciation- — a -
-there's Art Donovan, an all- playoff game between the St_ Recommendedeagtie ieckle; Tommy O'Connell, L.JUALS Hawks and Detruit Pis-
"The most extraordinary ma- eighteen months Tr-% produclion
chine" AA destrucaore in its time on location in Spain. Shut in
(1810), with a barrel over forty VistaVision and Technicolor, -The
feet long, wheels eighteen feet a Pride and the Passion," an adap-
high; its weight, six,, thousand tation of C. S. Forester's best-
pciands; its power, awesome and selling novel, opens on Sunday
deadly a: great range." at the Murray Drive-In Theatre
This is how the script describes through Unioad Artists release.
the fantastic -cannon that maa-
sates :he heroic plot of "The
'Pride and the Passion,"
which is. without undue-exag-
and science Is
geration„-as-much a star of the
V:cture as those w•ai receive I a-ta
official' billing. The latter says Over Rated
a good deal, in view of the
fact that the stars of the picture
edi as Cary Grant. Frank Sinatra Says Educatorare such big shots (pun intend-
and Sophia Loren.
"The Pride and the Passion"
is far and away the most specta-
cular film to date of producer
Stanley Kramer, who also direct-
ed the picture. An epie story of
human spirit and faith projected
against :he colorful background
-4/.0 the Spanish-War of Independ-
ence in the Napoleonic era. -The
Pride and._o_the Passion" was
By GAY PAULEY
United Press Women's Editor
NEW YORK In — What this
country needs is a "crash pro-
gram" of education' in, human
relations, rather than in science,
according to an educator who
heads an experimental school in
Manhattan.
"I think we're overstressing
Book By J. Randolph B. Smith. director of
-this • science thing." said Dr.
the Little Red Schoolhouse.
"Does this 'Dean that we
Edgar Hooier should juat, ignore our H-bombsand ICBM's7", he asked. "Hardly.
For . whether we like it or not,
they are the .inevitable center
of gravity for our world." ,
But Dr. Smith. who has been
teaching for 30 years, said educa-
tors could not let the H-bomb
By LYLE C. WILSON and the ICBM "berme the cen-
United Press Staff Correspondent nal organizing principle toward
{WASHINGTON — Rec••m- which we shape out educational
mended reading to anyone en- planning."
cauntering this essay is J. Edgar "Even if no one else bets
Hoover's 24-word explanation of on sanity, teachers anust," he
There may de 
said.
Program 'Needed
why_ate %VT qte,a book.
who does not recognize that "What we need is • crash
name as belonging to the director program in human relations, if
of the Federal Bureau of In- we all are to go on living on
vpstigaoon (FBI). The J. stands ene planet, without blowing our-
for Jahn, but Hoover answers selves up."
tit intimates and signs his friend- Smith expressed his views in
ly letters: Edgar. an interview *Rd a brochure
His book, titled "Masters of commernorattng the 25th anni-
Deceit." published by Henry Holt verrary of -the progressive school
.$5 and worth it. The forward as a private institution.
begins like this: -Our schools need a plan to
"Every citizen has 'a duty to teach kids to look on tatters,
learn more a-butti, the naenace. not with distrust, but with inter-
that threatens his future, his et and a desire to get along,"
home, his children, the peace he said.
of the world — and that 1.4 Smith is not belittling the
teaching of sciences — :hey arewhy have written a baolta"
*Holds NO Mysteries an integral part of- the curricula
The threatening menace, of from nursery through high school
course, is the Communist con- where he works.
spiracy. Not slime distant Corn- But he 'Wants to see science
munio conspiracy that conspires and math "explored for ways
in aele scow's Kremlin: but the in which they may be used
Cammunis: conspiracy that per- to lift the burden' of the world's
%vies the world, like the air work, to sertngthen and sustain
we breathe, not only in such man's . health and welfare, to
places as Moscow. Prague and open' man's eyes to the beauty
Warsaw but in the . free world, and wonder of surrounding gals
as well.
' If you will take the time
to inform yourself," Waver's
farewerd continues, "you will
find that. Communism holds no
myeTeries. I.s.leaders have bide-
painaed their abjeetiees. The time
is far too late net to recognize
this 'ism' fortVat it is: A _threat
to humanity and to. each-- of
s,"
• Hoover was a special assistant
to the attorney general of the
United States in 1919 before
he took over the building of
what today is the FBI. He was
assigned as special assistant to
repare a legal brief on the
nev-ilyv-formed Cormunig• rasa.*
and Communist Labor Party.
"The amount of material." he
relates,- "was vuluminousa Party
statements-, resolutions, platforms,
news accaunts, manifestoees, the
very hest documents Of American
Communism.
• Holds Same View
"Ih this brief, which veas sub-
mitted to the atiorney general,
I 
"'These doctrine' throlten the
happiness of the community, the
safety. of every 'individual. and
the continuance of every home
and fireside. They would destroy
..the peace of the counfry and
thrust It Into a condition of
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Farris have' purehacol the Dr. Almost 1.500' people su‘v the game played in .Alur- have copped -them cold. The
_W; H. Graves residence on Poplar:Street. ,ay's new large health building, battle, however, continues.
envy ot many of our neighboring states. i
We believ.e that 'charging for swimming and parking . 
.
at state parks would • stiernif Crinple their. continued 20 Yeats Ago This Week,,,,.-„,,,,,-,-„--(mAiroy----niuth of Tect'rioal flavor:- now ex- Ledger & Times File
is. tent, and brino about some drownings which,,, be 
.
irevented. Soil Conservation checks amounting to $63,881.97
• _ iand qu-alifking for -50 per Cent -Of all ripPlieatidits on 1937-- -• - •
. .
• 
' crops went into the first stages of countY wide distribu-
Five Years Ago Today. 
1 taiorny Tuesd%i‘.1iss Ruh ye Carolyn Wilson, . soils secre-
t,
I The highest individual check received in today's die-
Ledger & Times File tribution amounted to $611.71. Its recipient operates a
- tfarrn of more than 500 acres. .
' 
I Ralph Yarborough, brother of Charles T. Yar-
A fwo, earItnn k crash Sottirday night claimed the borough, Murray State football star, and well known
life of Opal Iiiiii-den of Murray RFD 1. and brought young Murrayan, has been named manager of the local
severe injury to E iel Lockhart and Ii(Jbert Carson, both Kroger Store, effective last Monday. .
of..Murray. .. ( i Calloway .County tobacco and cotton grower's en-
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Downs were honored Snnday l dorsed the new Farm Bill, an amended feature of the
on the occasion of their' 50th wedding anniversary by i AAA, by an overwhelming majority in referenda held. - ,
their daughter. \1 I' Edwin Stokes. and Mrs. John Stamps. lin county pre (net Isaturday. Callostay County total to- i anarchy and laWlessness and . im-
• •A .buffet dinrer was served at the Downs home to ;haceo vote was 1.5d3 for the measure, 105 against, and 1.17mraii'Y that passes imagine-
io '"members of the family. . 1 the total cotton vote was 277 to 156, making the dual i ' ...,'
...Willie B. „Baker. age 77. pa,..,-.47;t•A:ky this morning vote liann to 861 in faviir of the bill. 
o ' i oat was Hoover's judgment
at 1:15 at tffe home. of his daughter, Mrs: Alliert Key, S. A. Rusker. general manager of the Mason Ileispital, aasir.,,a. 
"young Man nearly so years
611 Broad Street. , . .today announced the addition of two prominent, arid ex- jean Communists °yea; tin* years
'He has not changed. Amer-
Surviving Mr. Baker are 1-o- o lk four daughter! perienced men 16 the laboratory staff of the hospital. havb come to know Hoover
and one son. . ''The'y are Dr. CYrus. E. Kendall, pathologiSt, and A. D. and he FBI as - their . most
Coach Carlisle Ctitchin suffered a heart attack early !..Womack. ' ," danger,us roe in the ' United
yeeterday morning, in Lexinyton while visiting in the Playing • hard. aggressive baseball, Sharpe 's Green 's a#' Am it-Li c an cimmunists
home of his ',on Olen.. • Devils of Marshh11 County won tdiie -ehaMpionahip•of the triad to bench Hoover _and to
arid their friends repeatedly have
Ile was also attending the Kentucky High School First Region. here Saturday nighr.by defeating the Pir-
Basketball Tournament. . ates of Heath in the final round 25-16, 
cripple the FBI. -
So far Mayer. and his friends
t1.4131kaz•-aavigara.esserilffia
•••••
a
a
Teams From Four Corners Meet
Today In State Tournament
a
By UNITED PRESS
Today's semi - final lineupe in
the Kentucky High School Bata:
ketball Tournament prove which
sections of the Blue Grass State
produce the best baskelball' play,
em's — they all do. '
Fittingly, the teams in today's
semi-finals are from the four
points of the compass.
Meeting in semi-ftnal games
today are St. Xavier of Louisville
.vs. Munticelao from the eastern
foothills; and Clark County from
the Blue Grass country which
goes against Daviess County from
the flatlands of western Ken-
lucky.
The St. Xavier - Monticello
game gets- underway at 12:15
p.m. c.s.t.
Louisville's rough and ready
St. Xavier Tigers were the first
ti) reach the semi-finals with a
rish, with 21, followed by Jim44-23 victory over Lexington'
Dunbar. Fears with 19.
The consistently accurateThe former state champions,
shooting of Daviess County'strailing 15 to 13 at the half,
kreated it at 15-all early in 
Bobby Rascoe enabled the Pan-
the same period Coach Gene
[hers to put on a late-game rally. 
and pull away from Hazard to
Rhodes' Tigers then began play-.
ing a deliberate control game
win,
s7coe1-68Poured in an amazing
and took only what appeared
to be sure shots.
34 points and helped the Pan-
thers out of a final period pinch, •
The Tigers also employed a when Hazard's Bulldogs nearly
Smooth - working defense and caught up, 61-60'. Three field
utilized exceptional .guard play goals by Hazard's Bobby Baker
by Eddie Schnurr and Larry and four by Don Smith had
Duddy to set the tempo. placed the mountain boys only
The Tigers - took over a 19-15 one-point behind, when Rascue
lead in the third period and began whichlheids tcoourhter
Pa-nthocf)fren- osti‘e-eended the .frame, 25-16.
Dunbar, made a do-or-die ef- tury.
fort in the fourth, cutting the Daviess County had held a
margin to five points with two slim one-point lead at the half
quick field goals by William but widened it to -seven points •
Smoothers and Felix Scrugs. but at the end of the third _period,
it was the closest the Lexing-
5311-443astonians could get. oe's affinity for the basket
Schnurr, who led .St. Xs second widened the gap to 11 points
half rally with 15 points, took early in the final period but
high point honors with 19. Julius Hazard also • began hitting and
Berry led. Duncar scoring with _nbeart,re,rewadliaiset onfein-aTin,thtnain,gai g
carnival began.
The 12the Region champion -His 34 points were high for
Trojans of Monticello also came both Daviess County and the a
from behind to win their way game. Smith bucketed 29 for 4'
to the semi-flhals by defeating Hazard as Baker piled up 27.
Clay County, 51-45.
lead at 30-29 over Clay County
The Trojans took a one-point
two men on fouls
tuckiane all the way and le •
Hazard pressed die west xen-
on a one-hand push shot by
Gene Pendleton in the third
period and stretched it to 37-29 College Basketball
by the end of the quarter.
Clay County hit lap in the Results
tII quarter but seemed unable
te find the range --later in the / By UNITED PRESS
game. The 13-pliant Trojan of- NCAA Tournament
fensive in the' third, paced by I At Louisville, Ky.
Dan and Fred Frye, broke the Semifinals
back of the opposition tor the Kentuclo) 61 Temple 60
moment, but the Clay Countians Seattle 73 Kareaa. State 51
a•ntinued fighting.
MACKAY MEETS GARRIDO
aries -'
Scientists Learn Early
"The real place to make the
scientist is a in the elementary
school, not at tie high school
or -college level," he said. "We
Must keep the natural cOriosities
of our. children' alive... not let
their early questians fall on
.cleaf ears, so that they tire of
asking."
The Little Red Schoolhouse
actually was started in 1921 as
an experimental unit within the
New York City school system.
II Was the brainchild of Elisabeth
Irwin, a psychologist interested
in "fitting the curriculum- to the
child. rather --than- the- child- in
the curriculum:"
It got ts name both from
nostalgia for an American insti-
tution and far the red brick
building which was Its ear!).
quarters. In 1941, an experi-
mental high school also was
formed, and named foe hfiss
Irwin.
High School State
Tournament
By United Press
Quarter F.nals
Sa Xavier 44
Lexington Dunbar 25
M en 'leen 51 Clay Count y 45
Clark County 67 -
Bowling Green High S'reet 65
Daviess County, 71 Hazard 88
TODAY'S SCHEDULE
Sei -.Finata
Si, Xh
m
ier.- Monticello la:15 par.
Clark Co: - Davietse Co. 2 p.m.
Champianship Garna - 8:45 p.rt
DETROIT. TULANE MEET
tea m defeated Cynthiana in
Thursdays play.
It was Farris' driv4 layup
shot in the final two minutes
Friday night ,which sent Clark
County suring ahead. Farris
picked up two free throws after
going ih for the layup. The
CardinaLeCharlie Jett, scored one
field goal to give Clark County
a 67-63 lead.
High Street scored one more
bucket in the game's closing
seconds for the final score.
The Bowling Green squad, the
last all-Negro team in the tour-
nament, however let up but
continued their fast - breaking,
hard-pressing game to the final
whistle.
Forward Paul Smith won high
point honors for Clark County
with 24. Bowling Green was
led by slgiht guard Bobby Par-
It was still close, down to
the last four minutes. when
Manticello had a 42-39 lead.
Don Frye pitched in from the
ceiver and Larry Ledbetter came
under on a fast break to run the
score 46-39.
Clay County slipped in one
quick field gaol. but Ledbetter
resumed the attack with a three-
en-one goal. He was fouled by
Bob Keith to make the three
pointer. Fred Frye then added
two free - haws and Monticello
took a to point lead and went
an to win.
Clark County's Joe Fa rris
fought off both the flu bug
and apposing players to help
the favored Cardinals down
Bowling Green High • Street, 67-
65. an quarter-final play.
Farris had been conduered a
doubtful starter cattily.- after he
defines without dressing as his
DFTIIC/IT M --late Urfieer • -
ty. Dcerat and Twlane hao
'Cheek-tied a 1959 frerlItA111 gam .
their first mcerang in 38 years.
•
ALEXANDRIA, Egypt la —
Barry MacKay of Akron. Ohio,
w.11 play Orlandio Garrido of
Cuba Sunday for t Is e men's
s:ngics title in the Alexandria
irsternationW1 tennis dhampaan-
ships. IVItacKay boat Nicala Pie-
trange'u of hal). 6-24 6-0, 8-6,
While Go Trio° litiStA 1.4./P-se-ed‘..d
Giuseppe Merl, of Italy, 6-3,
6-2, 6-1, in the semafinals Fri-
day.
Max. H. Churchill
Funeral Horne
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly Service —
311 N. 4th St. Ph, 98
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St. Phone 262
WE ARE NOW DEALERS IN
Lloyd A. Frye Roofing Products
World's Largest Manufacturer
of Asphalt Roofing and
Allied Products
See u for all your roofing needs, whether shingles
or 10 to 20 year Bonded Built-Up Roof. We can
also. furnish Fry's Giant 3-tab 290-1b, Strip Shingles,
with 20 year full-value Bonded Protection,
Asphalt Shingles210-1b. per sq. $6.25
Slate Roofing 90-lb. per sq 3.15
Smooth Surface Roofing 55-lb. per sq. 2.35
Smooth Surface Roofing 45-1b. per sq. 1.90
Asphalt Saturated Felt 15 &  2.40
Asphalt Flashing Cement 5-gal. can 4.50
Asphalt Plastic Cement 1-gal-carli. .95
• 
Bucy Building Supplies
JOHNSON PAINTS — GOODYEAR FLOOR TILE
Concord Road Phone 997
•
•
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night _which sent Clark
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'Charlie Jett scored one
al to give Clark County
lead.
Street scored one more
in the game's closing
for the final score.
lowling Green squad, the
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however let up but
xi their fast - breaking,
essing game to the final
ird Paul Smith won high
tonors for Clark County
a. Bowling Green was
slgiht guard Bobby Par-
ith 21, followed by Jim
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consistently a c c u r a t e
g of Daviess County's
Rascoe enabled the Pan-
pot on a late-game rally
away from Hazard to
-68.
it, poured in an antazing
its bed helped the Pan-
ut of a final period pinch, •
Hazard'e Bulldogs nearly
up, 61-60. Three field
iy Hazard's Bobby Baker
iur by Don Smith had
the mountain boys only
int behind, when Rescue
his counter - offensive
led to the Panther -vic-
•
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•
ess County had held a
ne-point lead at the half
idened it to 'seven points 1110
end of ;tie third .period,
oe's affinity for the basket
id the gap to 11 points
In the final period but
I also. began hitting and
led it to one-point again
Rescue's final shooting
al began.
34 points were high for
Daviess County and the
Smith bucketed 29 for
i as Raker piled up 27
ird pressed the west Kers-
ne all the way and ir
len on fouls.
)1loge Basketball
Results
By UNITED PRESS
NCAA Tournament
At Louisville. Ky.
Semifinals
cky 61 Temple 60
e 73 Kanea., State 51
KAY MEETS GARRIDO
F:XA_NDRIA, Egypt IP -
MacKay of Akron, Ohio,
plea. Orlando Garrido of
Sunday ter t h e men's
s title in the Alexandria
tatoonal tennis champiun-
MacKay beiat Nicola Pie-
e'1 of hal>. 6-; 6-0, 8-6,
Garrido upset top-seeded
.ppe Merlo of Italy, 6-3,
6-1, in the serrnfiree, Fri-
lax. H. Churchill
Funeral Horne
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
- Friendly Service -
111 N. 4th St.. Ph. 98
1r Co. Inc.
UARE DEAL"
Phone 262
:ALERS IN
Fling Products
4anufacturer
ofing and
lucts
eris, whether shingles
lilt-Up Roof. We can
290-1h. Strip Shingles,
ed Protection.
Kt.  $6.25
3.15
. per sq.  2.35
per fig.  1.90
30-1b. .  2.40
al. can   4.50
can  95
; Supplies
DYEAR FLOOR TILE
Phone 997
•
•
1
ait
4
r•rr
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•
I as per word fee one day, minimum ef 17 wards far Ida - So par word
IAOR TALE
USED REFRIGERATORS, elec-
tele motors, electric etoves, Duo-
Thfrin oil heaters. We buy and
sell used appl.an,ces and motors.
B. B. Dill. Phone 988. TFC
JUST ARRIVED! New shipment
of being noorn suite's, platform
rockers, swivel theirs (3 size.
ti) (house from), bedroom suites,
breakfast sets, aka ° good selec-
tion of used stoves and refetig-
enators, used 11 ft. deep freeze,
metal eabineLs of all kinds and
eizee. Exchange Furniture Co.,
3rd az Maple. Ph. 877. M22C
USED Garden Tructor, disc,
plow, cultivator and grader
blade. Call 519, L,ampleins Motor
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS.
g 1-Printer's
measure (pl.)
4-Shy
9-Goal
12-Knock
14-3  inliZor of
15-Fuss
16-Artist's stand
17-Church bench
18-11o•
20-U'stnirch
22-Fondles
24-Footlike part
35-City In Alaska
29-Guido's high
note
819-Succor0-Geep sleep
31-011 snmardsh
33-Vital organ
34 -A noln t
36-Posed for
portrait
•
1
a
*
38-Electrified
particle
38-Sacred Image
39-Male sheep
41- Female hors*
41-Commonplace
43-Torrid
44 -Possessee
46-Plat forrn
48-Newt
61 --Imbricate
53-Marine duck
63-,Confederate
general
64-Work at one's
trade
-66-Portions of
medicine
56-Yearning
DOWN
1-Period of timer
2-Insane
3-ImpoIslyelY
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
T PAl L.
A A
A
T
A
A
A 
A L-
r .. 3 5 5 C 8 e no In
rt ef 04
5 r`l
4,6 1 ,. To 2 i
23 2. 271St
5, 32 V/33
/35 ,,,
ZA
34
i
37
,•••.'
/
]
*2 V ,
.'N
5 52 53
r.,.. 1
om...,..........4
EN
RA
A
vE7 
4-Bound
6- Mao'. name
6-Arranged in
close relation
7-Newspaper
paragraphs
8-Strike out
9-Suitably
10-Anger
11-Cut
39-'-tione
21-03 of Celebes
22-Hebrew letter
23-African
antelope
24-Baker
product
24-Pncine
27-Teutonle deity
29-efleverage
311-Plars
33-Cut of en-It
34-Three-toed
sloth
ss- r, • SS course
17-remne Ye not=
34-Pronortien
41449A state (abbe.)
4?-1Pmnineerl
43...._pnywo;•ive
TW-TTTTTTUA
1 1-T.tmo
- ISe Ill
47....o.oesseand to
LEDGER
foe Oros days. Clasotfled
Salto. M22C
BUILDING LOT 75x781, end of
llth Street on Story Ave. Call
1721-M. M24C
SALE at M.cClure's Place, 1208
Main. Metal clothes cabinet,
Singer sewing mechine, picture
frames by the 100, J. S. Mc-
Clure. aazap
I Wanted To Buy
CLEAN, ODTTON RAGS.
buttons, zappers. Ledger
Times. Phone 55.
No
and
17
Bus. Opportunities
MOTHERS! Average $1.78 per
hour for 15 day time Or evening
hours per week. No experience
necessary, but must be good
worker and dependable. Phone
Jackson, Tenn., 2e1880 after 8:00
p.m. or write Mrs. Bette Piercey,
P. 0. Box 1006, Jacksun.
rural include threat-tone to home
and phone number. M24C
RELIABLE PARTY
Male or Female
to service a route of cigarette
machines. No selling or solic-
iting. Routes are established
for operator. Full or part
time. Up to $260 per month
to start. $1.100 to $2,200 cash
required which is secueed.
Write, giving full particulars
and phone number to Ameri-
can Viking Mfg. Co., 1513
Foshay Tower, Minneapolis,
Minn. ltC
0111' AMINE nieflly WILLIAM FULLIR
°PIZ ". 7=17=
CHAPTER 17 !the tidal flats was strong We
nnt:DIENTI,5". I walked past weren't far from the ,ca.
the than with the mei. Pest The three others had gotten
the man with the gun, and out of the car the shadowy rig:-
stooped tuid twisted into the hack ure of a man I hadn't noticed
seat of the sedan The man with before came le o m behind the
'the sap climbed behind the wheel Beerheraft, unlatched the wire
:losed his door, started the car
and ground .nto gear I had bare.
ly noticed the far' thst there was
a third man in the car, seated
next to the drivel in the front
seat. The first thing I noticed ,
about him was the roll of tat U•
the back of nis neck The next
thing I notieed was the coconut
straw hat that tieviore The co.
conut straw nal sported a wide,
flamboyantly red and blue hand.
I leaned over knel tapped nun
on the sheulder. 'Hey, Porky,"
1 sail "1 told you that hat band
woe no good for this cloak--and-
dagger stuff. You didn't believe
me. nuh?"
tie shrugged a fat shoulder,
"How's Marta, Porky?" I
asked.
fie turned his head and fas-
tened a bulging, dead eye on me.
"Marta?" he said. "Who's Mar.
ta?" holster beneath his left armpit.
"And was it you who killed I wondered how .good the fat
Joan Morris, yoti fat bum?" 1 man was with his gun. If I could
tut anger welling up inside me somehow get to that car without
It was all I cool do to keep from taking a bullet in the back I'd
throwing myself at him, clawing
tur his throat_
I furred myself to wait.
The fat man turned again. Helhe could get himself organized.
was quite an actor. -Oki, -nine Tale toe 1"fet- then- was my only
he looktd ̂,--wentestieway.--seetwasoa. reconasei.-te irsa now or never.
"Joan Morris is dead?"
I was suddenly weary. "Don t
give me that," I said.
"You killed tier, Dolan! Yea,
of course! She wouldn't tell you
what you wanted her to tell you.
You couldn't force her to tell
you, and 110 you killed her. You
killed her in a fit of rage!" He
shook his head and clucked his
tongue against the root of his
mouth. "Very interesting, Dolan.
1-!s. indeed. I believe we've un-
derestimated you."
I sighed and leaned back in my
'tor- er
We drove south and left Miami
on Highway I. In less than thirty
minutes we headed east down
a shell road. Ten minutes later
w_. jerked to a stop beside an
when airstrip. The area was
enclosed in wire fencing ten feet
high. At the end of the strip
nearest us was a- dilapidated
gates opposite us and swung them
open He went nark to the air-
plane By the time we'd reached
it the engines were roaring and
the man who'd opened the gates
for us was 4n the pilot's seat.
The man who'd been sitting
beside me in the car was climb-
ing into the airplane The man
who'd driven US OUt ,re hung
back in the shaeloos He, appar-
ently, would be left behind with
the car. The fat man stood be-
hind me He'd produced a gun
from somewhere. Its muzzle
prodded my back.
"Up," the fat man saJd.
My muscles tensed I could see
into the cabin of the Beechcrart.
The man who'd entered It was
moving forward, at a crouch.
He'd taken off his coat and
could see the gun cradled In
have it made! I wean t worried
too much about :he man in the
cabin. Id he out of range before
was halfway through the
cabin door. Suddenly I twisted
my body. donbied wp rh-y legs.
straightened them and aimed my
heels at the fat man's belly. They
connected. His breath left him
in • hoarse, tortured grunt. The
gun fired once, harmlessly. The
fat mah and I lay sprawling on
the asphalt runway. I rolled over.
got an arm and leg beneath me
and lunged for him. From the
cornet of an eye I had seen the
man who'd hung back In the
ahadows moving toward me. He
was In that fighter's half-ernucti
again, and the sap was again in
his hand.
I sprawled across the fat man.
I clawed for the gun in hie right
hand Just as I felt the reassuring
bulk cif the ,gun butj in the palm
of my hand something crashed
Into the back of my head. Ten
thousand lights exploded inside
hangar and a forlorn gas pump. my skull. My mouth went brassy
In front of the hangar was a and I felt myself falling slowly,
small twin-engine airplane. 1
kneW little about airplanes, but
I was Side to identify this one-
a Leectieraft.
The man beside me prodded me
with his gun. "Outside, Dolan,
or
Thnre didn't seem to be iinucn
elm, to do. So I followed his in-
-t, iierions. I stood on the show.
der .1 the ma arid sniffed the
air. Tut pungent, fishy odor of
lazily, into a black and bottom-
less void.
• • •
I groaned and opened an eye.
Wave* of pain swept through my
head. As I became aware of my
surroundings. I could hear the
dull roar of airplane engines.
I was lying on ray hack in the
aisle between the seats In the
cabin of the Beechcraft. A con-
versation, in shouted Spanish,
was going on between two men
up forward
got a nand and • (orearni
AI the arm of a seat opposite me
and paint hauled myself to •
sitting position I looked through
s window The sky was silvery
gr a) with dawn I squinted at mg
watch through burning eyes It
was 6 05. I worked myself to e
halt crouch and flopped into a
seat on the port side of the air-
plane.
My head was feeling a little
better now. I tenderly fingered
the gaping, swollen wound on the
oack at my head. I winced as my
tinge,s touched it. How many
Mows nke this one coult a man
take. o wondered, before he tost
lois mari1ea.
i peered through the window
opposite my seat. The edge Jt
the sky dead ahead and to my
left was a delicate pinkish lav-
ender turning to red. We were
heading east, then, and south.
We'd been flying for somewhat
less than an hour. On a course
east and south out of Miami wed
be somewhere over the Bahamas.
I, peered et hroug h the window
again. Ahead of us and below us
1 could make out, In the faint
tight, the dark, white-fringed
outline of an island.
The shouted Spanish ceased. 1
looked forwaid. The tat man was
Looking at me. His lips were
smiling but his suety face was s
mask of pure hatred. He shouted
something else in Spanish to his
side-kick. Than he swayed to nib
feet and waddled toward me. (he
end of the gun butt showed
above the opening of a jacket
pockeL He was careful not to
come too close to me. He leaned
for support on the back of the
seat across the aisle from me.
His grin was ugly.
"How do you feel, Dolan ?" be
"False."said. feel lust
dandy. How do you feel, you fat
bum? Does your fat gut ache?"
He drew breath deeply, as if
he were making an effort to con-
trol himself.
"I should have killed you, Do-
lan. Perhaps later I 981111 be
given that opportunity."
I grinned at him. The grin
hurt my face. "I'm scared," I
said. "Do you know that abduc-
tion Is against the law?"
His grin was like a crack In
• rotten melon. "Your naivete
appalls me, Dolan! You were not
abdUcted. You were invited to be
a house guest. There were several
witnesses, though I sincerely
doubt that explanations .will ever
be necessary."
As 'eland deeeribed as a
heaven In a travel frillier can
be a Hades for a man not mind-
ing his bliteneen. Brad discov-
ers. as "Miami Manhunt" con-
tinues tomorrow,
IL
.tre•
• .
TIMES- MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Kraft Theatre
,Tackles Hard
ads MFG payable la advanse.
NOTICE
SINGER Sewing Machine Sales.
Service on all makes. Phone
Leon Hall, 934-J before 8:00 or
after 4:00. Al2C
Mattreaes Rebuilt lute new.
We Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.,
Paducah, Ky. Murray represen-
tative Taber s Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549. 77C
LOST'A FOUND
LOST: Dental braces. Wire and
pin lute. Resembles bridge
without teeth. Reward. Phone
17654. - TFne
Medium size white pointer with
lemon heed and ears. If found
cell Hub Dunn, Phone 1025 or
2282. M25C
I LIST: Large blue - grey cat,
looks like niablese. If seen please
phone 600. M22C
FOR RENT
HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Wax-
ers, orbital sanders, vacuums,
Lawn rollers. Starks Hardware,
12th and Poplar. Phone 1142.
TFC
FARM liousE, e lice:Ay, wait-
er, garden. $20 month. Contact
Fay Woodwerth, A LIDO, Hit. 1,
t mile mirth Alervu Hts. M24P
Services Offered 1
DEAD er-6-efe --umoved free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
ccilect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1308. A7C
'ro Late To Classify
Fregeaere Retrigirator, in good
evetcheten. -Resiekerebey .preceeL
M23C
NOT SO MERRY
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK nil Niec-Tere
"Kraft Theatre" tackled a diffi-
cult aesignment Wechuisday night
with "The Sea is Boiling Hot":
a two-charcter play, a single
setting, a theme of some weight.
Largely because of Sessue Ha-
yakawa, who turned in a per-
formance that mixed wallop witb
sensitivity, it was to a large
extent successful.
TANDON - Robin Hood
reported today he was robbed.
Actor Richard Green, who por-
trays the legendary hero on
television told police burglars
took valuables' worth $70 from
his house.
The story, itself was bone-bare:
Hayakawa, a Japanese soldier
of middle age, has been living
on a Pacific island in tatters
and isolation. His retreat is in-
vaded by Earl Holliman, a young
American airman, who has been
forced- to parachute onto the
island,
The play's concern thereafter
was trust and love. Its aim was
to demonstrate that_ love and
trust are possible despite the
barriers of communication and
acquired hatreds, and even fur-
ther, to say that survival is only
possible - and worthwhile -
when trust and love are achiev-
ed.
This may look like a sticky
mowl of gumbo on paper, but
Hayakawa and Holliman were
pretty successful in keeping it
unsticky and, more important,
breathing life into it.
Characterless
My only quarrel with the play,
and it may be jingoism on my
part, is an objection to the
character of the American. I take
it that- author Simon Wincelberg
was concerned not. only with
the situation of .two isolated
human ,beings; but with some-
thing larger- - Holkman as a
representative of .our civilization,
Hayakawa as a symbol of older
culture.
If this was so, Holliman was
working under a ,Litun rap. He
was called upon to play an
American who was callow, un-
certain and fumbling, a young
man e hose personal relationships
in civilian life were messy and
irresponsible.
Even more strangely, Holliman
was portrayed as by far the
most untrusteworthy of the pair
NANCY
ABBIE an' SLATS
LIL'
o P y
ABNER
-in one scene he pretends
hunger, so he can steal Ha-
yakawa's knife; in another, he
tries to creep up on Hayakawa
in the dark to kill him with a
rock.
Hayakawa, on the other hand,
a .;C4r3cter of
U.re In 'One -gEtne;11fiL
Japanese builds a rock ga en
while the American sits under
a tree singing "Let's Remember
Pearl Harbor".
Very early in the game, Haya-
kawa pays back Hcilliman's un-
kindness by saving the Ameri-
can's life.
Play Saved
What saved "The Sea is Boil-
ing Hot" from a complete lack
of balance was the climax in
W hi c h Hayakawa at first refuses
to accept rescipe by a newly
arrived American unit because
he, it seems have not really
learned trust. However, without
much motivation, Hayakawa re-
verses this position in the closing
moments.
As far as the performance
went, Holliman was sufficiently
deft as the immature American.
Hayakawa, who was making his
Tv debut, contributed most of
the flesh to the play's bones
despite the fact he, had few
lines, almost all of them- us
Japanese.
The Cahnnel Swim: The Amer-
ican outfit that is sending three
TV series "Sea Hunt," "Seience
Fiction Theatre", "Favorite Story"
to the Russians this year expects
to receive Soviet animated car-
toons, ballet and puppet films in
exchange.
June Havoc leaves for. Holly-
wood Monday to make a pilot
film for a new TV series, "Stage
Fright" - NBC has an interest
in it. Perry Como will take a
breather from his NBC-TV show
March 22 and Ray Bolger will
fill in. Del Mann, who directed
the movie, "Marty," will direct
CBS-TV's "The Red Mill," a
spec set for April 19.
NBC-TV, whleh is loving "Fa-
ther Knows Best" to tBS next
year, already has sold the empty
slot to the same outfit that
sponsors Rosie Cooney. Steve
Lawrence and Eydie Gorrnie May
replace Steve Allen fur eight
weeks on NBC-TV this summer.
FISH N' CHIPS
PLATE LUNCHES
PIZZA
ALWAYS BEST AT THE
SOUTHSIDE
DRIVE-1N
Hare! Road Phone 1482
le
asel WOULD OF BIN
SMARTER. TO OF
STARa/E.D TO DEATH !.r
NeAle DAID CORPSE WOULDN'T
BE $441•V AS REPULSIVE-
TO DitalS`i AAAE.AS TN'
e, LINIIN' MESS Ali IS-
Girl Singers
Keep Working
Fooka Hit
By FRED DANZIG
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK lib - The girl
singers keep making those single
records even though the records
fail to get off the ground.
To Mindy Carson, honey-hair-
ed star of the just-closed Broad-
way musical, "The Body Beauti-
ful," it's no cause for alarm.
"Most of t h e records are
bought by teenagers, and most
of the teenagers who buy records
are girls," she explained during
a reeharsal break at the theatre
in which she'll appear tomorrow
on CBS-TV's "The Big Record."
"Li's a fact that gifts are
interested in boys," Mindy added,
"And this means they don't buy
records by girls. That makes
it easier for boys to get the
hits."
Left Frustrated
Where does this set-up leave
the gal singers? "It leaves -Us
always frustrated," Minday said
with a big smile. "But we don't
give up on it. We just keep
trying to do worthwhile songs
and we forget about fighting
the kids and nature. Then there
are albums - I'm working on
one now for Columbia. Albums,
are for our canity. So you see,
the girls don't give up. We
don't slop recording, even though
we're all frustrated".
Noting that so many of our
hottest records today are made
by teenagers, Minday slay,' these
kids aren't getting the bee, of
Arizono has m ore national
monuments than any stae.1
It has 16.
_- PAGE THB.EE
It when it comes to TV. "Lots
of new kids with big records
just can't stack up as all-around
performers. They lack the ex-
perience. But you see what hap-
pens.
"A kid will he a good sound
on a record and become popular
-.414i3 because of stage presence
but because of the record. TV
comes along and hires the latest
hot record artist - these kids.
When these kids go on, you
see how awkward they are and,
if you don't know any better,
you start equating bad perform-
ance with normal TV. Remember,
however, that these kids aren't
TV stars or. night club per-
formers. They're record stars.
Don't confuse the two. People
tend to confuae the mediums
and the kids come off second
best.* •di
Enough TV Background
Mindy, b u , y until recently
with her Broadway show hasn't
had much time for TV watching
but she has had enough work
in the medium to know what
it's all about: In 1951, she had
her own half-hour show and
she's dune many guest shots
since.A
successful night club per-
former, Mindy didn't just walk
into a Broadway debut. She
worked ftaresix months learning
voice projection, so she could
be heard in the last row, and
then gained stage experience by
working in off-Broadway pro-
ductions of "Wish You Were
Here," "Pajama Game" and
"South Pacific."
Was Broadway all she expect-
ed?
"Yes," said Mindy, "tau,
didn't know there was so much
more to learn. I learned the
biggest thing a performer must
have on stage is authority. I
think you can learn it, but it's
earri work."
ALLIS D1RUG
E & STUBBLEFIELD
for your Drug. Prescription and Sundry Needs.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
, 11:00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. tor Church flour
Frazee, Melugin & Holton
-It
INSURANCE AGENTS
AUTOMOBILE - FIRE - CASUALTY
Telephone 331
Murray,
Gatlin Building
Kentucky
Does Make A Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
HELLO,
MR. PAC SHULTZ
I SUGGEST WE ALL REST,
MY BOY. IT'S BEEN A LONG
AND RATHER EMOTIONAL
DAY. TOMORROW
WE'LL TALI( AGAIN-
REFRESHED. IS
THERE ANYTHING
YOU WANT .;
MUST la.EEP
HER MEMORIES
O'MAH FORMER
HAN'SOME SELF
FA-0 c - corl:z E D
PHOOEY--- I
THOUGHT THIS
WAS MY BEST
DISGUISE
•
•
ANYBODY
At-4
KNOWS?
by Ernie Bushmiller
44AA. 22
by Ftaeburn Van Buren
ILri DOue.TS
oEST SOME.
I I)
\NATZTtsrrN' A
t2.1C..?•A 01.-E
OOT-
WHY
NOT?
•
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BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TOi.-,AY
will make him my first born, higher
than the kings of the earth. Fs. SZ
It " rt.' God's cliildren we surely
take preces&ence over discredited royalty.
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
-
New City Hall and Gas Building  $120,000
Sewer Plant Expansion  •  $125,000
Planning and Zoning Commission with _
Professional Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion.
Sidewalks. ,Curbs, Gutters.
Widened Streets in some areas.
Continued Home Building.
Airport for Murray.
CitrAttattbrittin
s SWIMMING CHARGE UNWARRANTED
Senator Wayn
e Freeman of Mayfield. who has our
sincWrespeet, has introduced Senate Resolution No.
31,,v4lich urges that the Department of Conservation of It's the wind of a William
-the state continu*e to permit the public to use the park- iennIngs Bryan you need 
fur
ing. beach and swimming area of the state parks without
sukethbaa 
h inve 
hkethae ocfollepges
making -a charge, and aiso that turnstiles, gates and drerinan. .Tommy Kearns, Jac':
- - -i.Ituevere saost Jam '
wmie among the pros tnere
are such as Brendan McCann,
Richie Regan. Di ck McGuire,
Corky Devlin, Riche Guerin, Pat
Dunn. Jack McMahon, Ed Conlin
and Larry.Costello.
Hear More of Hogan
Gott will never get 'over a
man named Ben Hogan. of whom
The resolution was introduced because apparently
the policy of free \parking and free swimming is about
-to be changed. The resolution was passed by a 16:7 vote.
, We are in complete accord with Senator Freeman's
resolution and Urge the Department of Conservation to
consider it.
Readers of-thia column will recall that in Governor 
11 
plus 
helakong.i • more right
soon
Chandler's early administration, we urged that so un- Jackie usBurke And 
c 
who put
ming areas be kept free- to the public. Philemena Gereey of Dublin
holds lie British Women's ama-
We feel this is necessary for several. reasons. The teur title?
primary reason is that the state park system is support- In skiing. the U. S. slalom
champion is dine Thomas .Ceir-
ed by the taxpayer and therefore should be open to him coran - and why don't some-
free of charge. • • trod) ask "what 'happened to the
,Another reason is that the park system is attracting Scandinavians'"
thousands of people annually from out of state and a Ls
ThBe.hfouBrewall handball king took sts m Thum-
rady. wrestling has day..
charge for swimming and parking at state parks would - --
leiter an unpleasant memory with them. Charging (*or
swimming and parking. after _luring visitors to the state;
Ledger & Times Fileparks from see eral nuridred miles away, would be labels'
led as 'mercenary, to say the least.
Another very good reason and possibly the soundest, for the Girl Scout "Clothe S for Friendship" project
Is that many people will , go to swimming areas unpro- which will continue - as a major interest the ltirl
tectld •by life guards, because they do not want.to pay Scouts here and throughout the nation during 1946, Mrs.
an admission charge to the tax supported swimming George Hart announced today.
area. Undoubtedly a number of lives would be lust in i 
The body of- II. S. -Reeves of Greenville, Miss., was.
'found Thursday in the Mississippi River near Greenville.
this manner. • 1- J. 0.-Reeves stf Murray is a brother.
The state park system: as instituted and promoted Dr. J. A. Outland will conduct a Health Clinic at
by Gueernor Lawrence Wsetherby, and carrie4 out Lynn Grove' High School Tuesday afternoon, March 23,
through the hard Is ork of Henry ‘Vard, has placed -Ken. at 1 o'clock for pre-school children.
„tucks. "on the map- more quickly than any other promo- Approximately 100 Cub Scouts, Cub Masters and
guests ere present at the Parent's Night banquet held
lion. • The park system has grown -until. today it is the  • •
-envy of many of our neighboring states. 
at the High School gymnasium last night.
•
at state vrks would severely cripple their continued 20 Years Ago This WeekWe believe that charging for swi'mming and parking
- - aktstistsi-orts destroy-MA 741- rrarrriivor" now ex- , Ledger & Times File
'intent. and bring about some drownings which can be.
t
Book By J.
Edgar Hoover
Recommended
1 )Iore than 100 garments have been prepared to date
___DI-evepted. . . . _. . Soil Conservation checks amounting to $63,887.97
and qualifying for 50 per cent of all applications on 1937
--'c-tops went into the first stagers of county wide distribus
Five Years Ago Todaytion Tuesday, Miss Rubye Carolyn Wilsen, moila secre-.•tato. said today. .
• a The highest individual check received in today's dis.
Ledger & Times File tribufion amounted to $611.71. Its recipient operates a
_ . farm of more than 500 acres. -. .
• '
N-EW YORK - =Three ma-
jor won-. en Lees will be tele-
Mere muscles and grit can vised nate flailly today; The NO-
be :lad among those_ in football. tional Baekettrall Aseociation
'1 here's Ar: Donovan, an all- pieyeef game between the St.
league tackle; Tommy O'Connell, Hawks and sb.firctit PS. S
who was only the league's best tone (NBC) end' tor Naetunal
passer, and a broth of a boy at Hockey League game between
tackle named Mike McCormack. the Detre/it Red Wino a n d
Chicago Black Hawko (CBS)
beth etert at 2 p.m. es.;. The
Daer.en - Xeeeer (Otee) baeke.-
Dail garne fee the Na.,...021:/.1 In-
___ Teurnonete tale (CBS)
pee.
whicb is. without undue exag- Science Is
I geration. as much a star of the4ilcture as those woh receive I 0
official billing. The latter says
a good deal. -in view of the
fact- that the stars of the picture
arc such big shits (pun intend- 
Says Educatored) as Cary Grant. Frank Sinatra
and Sophia Loren.
' -The Pride and the Passion"
is far and away the most .specta-
cuter film to date Of producer
Stanley Kramer, who also direct-
ed the picture. An epic story of
human spirit and faith projected
agginst the colorful backgrArend
et the Spanish War of Itidepend-
enee in the Nepoleanic era. "The
Pride and the Passion" was
U.S. JUMPER 32ND
OBERSTDOkel, Germany Sl
.nt ernat tenni Nordic ski
metc e rutui =day weth
n..pe that Americans weold E.n-
ameng the leaders. IN-dire
Faeckeen of Kingefurd.
.."Zt.b 32nd :11 the ski -jump wa.ch
vened the meet •Fr.day.
-The most eltraordinary ma-
chine of destruceon in its time
(1810), with a barrel over forty
feet long, wheels eighteen feet
high; its weight, six thousand
pomds; its power, awesome and
deadly a: great range."
This is how eheescript describes
the fantastic cannon that molt;
ates the heroic plut of "The
Pride and the Passion," and 
•
TWO FOR AMERICANS
ZAKOPANE. P,iand -
Ainer.can men e.ur.tect two
t, day in an interne-
:lens; Alpine ski med. Betsy
Snee Norwech. Vt., wen the
ciewnhei rae'e rr.(kiy while
Penny faiteu of (; 'rd, N.H.,
Ten Years Ago Today
By LYLE C. WILSON
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON ar - Recom-
mended reading to anyone en-
countering this essay is J. Edgar
tiOuver's '24-word explanation of
vekeThe witiTboll
There _may. be one-in;asenillion
who does het: recognize that
name as belonging to the director
of the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation (FBI). The J. stands
for 4r,brn, but -Hoover answers
to intimates and signs his friend-
lee -lathe's: Edgar. -
His book, .titled "Masters of
Deceit." published by henry Helt
at $5 and werth it. The forward
be gins like this:
"Every citizen has a duty to
learn mere ahem. the menaje
:hat threatens hip future, his
home, his children, !he peace
of the world - and that is
'why I have written a book."
Holds No Mysteries
The threatening menace, of
course, is the Communist con-
spiracy. Not some distant 'Cern-
munie. conspiracy that conspires
in Moscow's Kremlin, .but the
Cernmpms: conspiracy that per-
vades the werld, like the air
we breathe, not only in such
places -as Moscow, Prague and
Warsaw but in the free world,
as well.
'If -yeti will take the time
tel inform yourself," Hoover's
foreword continues, "you will
find that Communism holds no
mYsteries. I.s leaders have blue-
;minted their objectiees. The time
is far too late not to recognize
this 'ism' for what .it is: A threat
to hureanity, and to each of
us."
Hoover was a special assistant
to the att•oney general of the
United State's in 1919 • before
he took over the building of
what today is the FBI. He was
assigned as special, assistant to
prepare a legal brief- on :he
neraly feinted Corientualee, Parry
and C••mmunist Labor Party.
"The. amount of material,"
relates,- "Wet eVIRUMMOUE Pary
statements, resolutions, platforms,
newi accounts, manifestoes. the
very first documents of American
Communism
Molts Sams View
"In this brief, which was sub-
mitted to the attorney general,
. Ralph - 1 arborough, • brother of. Charles T. Yar- 11 
.c.(:ncluded:
•
A two car-truck crash Saturday night claimed the borough. Nilo-ray State football star, and well known , 
TheSe doctrines threaten tte
life of Opal Housden of ?tunas- RED 1, and brought , young Murrayan, has been named manager of the local 
, shaaminess of the community, the
of every individual.' and
severe injury to Fstel Lockhart and Robert Carson, both - Kroger Store, effective last Monday. the continuance of every home
of Murray. .1 ' s Calloway County tobacco and - cotton grower's * en- and fireside. They welted destroy
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Downs were honored •Sunday:dorsed the. new Farm Bill, an amended feature of the the' peace of the country and
—MI. We occasion, fit tneir ooth we-Wing anniVersary ,byl AAA, by an OWrwhelMitte• majOen-r8 Tisteren a held .. ,,,,,. ,, . -trines-tem se
their daughter. Miss Edwin Stokes and .Mrs. John Stamps, in colinty precenct Saturday. Calloway County total to- anarchy and lawlessness and On-
A buffet dierer was served at the Downs home to 1 beets() vote was 1.5)43 for the .measure, 70-5 .against, and 
mosaws, that passes imagine-
, member.: of the family, 'I the total cotton vote was 277 to 156, making the dual ti"n''''That eves Hoover's ,judgment
• Willie EL ./piker. age 77, pas,ed away this morning . vote 1,i460 to $61 in favor of- the bill- - . P -,
at 1:15 at the Isotste of his dalighter, Mrs. Albert Key, 
as a soung man nearly so years
S. A. Rusker. general manager of the- Hospital, ,aso. elle • hes not changed. Amer-
611 - Broad Street. 1. • today announced the addition of two prominent and ex- ican Communists oe er the years
Surrvieing Mr.' flals-r are hi wife, four daughter, periensed men to the laboratory staff of the hospital, have come tel .know Hoovv
and One son. the FBI _ as their most, • .They are Dr. Cyrus E. .Kendall, pathologist, and A. D. and
- Coach •Car isle Cutchin soffered a heart attack early Womack. . dangereus •foe in the,United,i .
. yesterday mo fling in Lexington while visiting in the Playing hard, aggressive baseball, Sharpe 's G re en Bette. American communists
• home, of his s p there. Devils of Marshall County won tlw championshio of tile 
..n -their friends repeatedly- have
1 ied to bench Hoover and 10
lie was also attending the Kentucky High School F'irst Region. here .;ittureay nights.by defeating the Pir cripple the FM.
'• . ----itites of Heath iti the final round 25-16. 5o far. Hoover and his friendsBasketball Tournament. .
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Farris have purchased the Dr. .. Almost 1,7,06 people sew the game. played in Mur- hays' ,slopped them cold. The
4. WI II. Graves residOnce on Poplar Street. 'ay's new large health building, battle, however, continties.
. . .
LEDGER & MURRAY, KENTUCKY
AM.
Today's Sport Parade
II, OMNI am. apib NNW I
Mg 41119011M EMMY
NEW YORK - Who was a true champion in Terry. Mc-
the seerens, spiepten with .he I Cann and hockey gives you
temerity to as* "% net happeeed such as Larry Regan, Red Sulli-
e the Irish?" I van, Ron, Murphy, Red Kelly
When it comes to muscles, me
leyo toe answer is ''no.rung."
ihe sons vt the ouid SOO are
as wiciespread and wonderful as
ever.
. les indeed, ,a great day ana
a_ great era.
• here s no neea to take a
Tipperary rifle to :he doubters.
les burying them. You can be
owlet, with a hos. of the finest
Gaeac handles ever to grace
:he athletic world.
Look at baseball, now, and
the fine strapping ads swinging
major league estuttelaghs.
line, tine ouys - Briggs, Brod-
nan, Burke, Brady anu Steen;
Carey ana Conies; , Daley and
bonevan; Flanigan, anti einagan
n Flood; arrell, Gorman,
crane area Keegari; Kelly and
&eery; Lynch, O'Brien, O'Con-
nell and 07toole; Mann, Mc-
eianon any Powers, and Kiely,
Snuth a Walker:
Muscles A-Pleety
o it's muscles you're wanting:
ow, now, for Parry O'Brien,
farther than who no man ever
threw the shot, or hammer man
Hal Cunziolly. For speed of foot
anO sounaness of wind, take a
ieek at Ron Delany, lion Mur-
phe, Johr J. Keeey. and .hat
ieriping marvel, Brennan
eighling, they would tell you,
a los: art among those who
ei the paten:. Loot to a young
eiterweight named Mickey
Crawford and there are such,
. as Put McMurtry, Frankly
. Ternmy Kelly and Jim
eno-Jeriey Archer.
and Torn WC-artery. And who
but Sunny Jim Fitzeirnmons. 83
though he be, still is the top
trainer of them all? Mickey
Walsh is a leading trainer of,
jumpers and his nephew, Tummy,
cut freln the tine' mold, is one
of the leading riders.
What happened to the Irish,
indeed.
And, if you're stil not satisfied,
an Irish setter was in the beat-
of-show- finals at Westminster-
and a horse named,. Silky Sulli-
van is picked to Win the Ken-
tuck'y' Derby. Erin go brash,
and pass .he bushmills.
IGHT
Remits
By UNITED PRESS
NEW YORK: eitacese,n Square
Garden -Virgil Akins, 14.53/4,
St., texts, Mo., seepped Lsacc
Lowrie 14534, Cuba (6). •
MEXICO CITY: Victor Maned
Quijano. 128, Mexico, stopped
Ternmy Tibee, 134, Bastion (8);
Robert (Mono) Garcia, 132,
Mexeco, knocked out Noel ifUln-
*treys, 128. New Yark (2).
THREE GAMES ON TV
eighteen months in production
on location in Spain. Shot in
VistaVision and Technicolor, "The
Pride and the Passion," an adap-
tation of C. S. Forester's best-
selling novel, opens on Sunday
at the Murray Deve-In Theatre
through United Artists release.
ver Rated
By GAY PAULEY
United Press Women's Editor
NEW YORK :IP - What this
country needs is a "crash pro-
gram" of education in human
relations, rather than in science,
according to an educator who
heads an experimental school In
Manhattan.
think we're overstressing
'this science thing." said Dr.
Randolph B. Smith, director of
the Little Red Schoolhouse.
"Does this mean that we
should just ignore our H-bombs
and ICBM's?", he asked. "Hardly.
For whether we like it or not,
they are 'the inevitable center
of gravity for our world."
But Dr. Smith. who has been
teaching for 30 years, said educe-
ters could not let the H-bomb
and ,the ICBM "become the cen-
teal organizing principle towatd
which we shape our educational
planning." ,
"Even if no one else bets
on sanity, teachers must," he
said: •
Crash Program Needed
."What we need is a crash
program in human relations, if
we all are to go on living on
me olapet. without blowing our-
selves up."
Smith expressed his views in
an interview and a • brochure
cemmerre.rating the 25th anni-
sersary of the progressive school
as a private institution.
"Our sehools need a plan to
teach kids to look on tellers,
-not with distrust, but with inter-
est and a desire to get along,"
he said.
Smith is not belittling the
teachinet of sciences - they are
an integral part of- the curricula
from nursery through high school
where he works. ,
But he wants to see science
and math "explored en- ways
In which they may be used
to lift the .burden of the world's
work, to sertngthen and sustain
man's heelth and welfare, to
open man's eyes to the beauty
nd wonder of surrounding gal-
aries."
Scientists Learn Early
: "The real place to 'Make -the
scientist is in the elementary
school, not at the high school
or college level," he said. "We
must keep the natural curiositie
of our children alive.. not lie
their early questions fall on
deaf ears, so that they tire of
'asking."
The Little Red Schoolhouse
actually was started in 1921 as
an experimental unit within the
New -York City. school tystem.
It was the brainchild of Elisabeth
Irwin, a psychologist interested
in•efieing the curriculum to the
rather -than the - -chttd to
the currier ."
sell eel s name both from
nostalgia for an ,Americen instie-
tutien -and for the red brick
building which was its early
quarters. In 1941, an experi-
mental high school also was
formed, and named for Miss
Irwin.
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Teams From Four Corners Meet
Today In State Tournament -
Sy UNITED' PRESS
Today's semi - final lineups na
the Kentucky High School Bas-
ketball Tournament prove which
sections of the Blue Grass State
produce the best basketball play-'
era - they all do.
Fittingly, the teams in today's
semi-finals are from the four
points of the compass.
Meeting in semi-final games
today are St. Xavier of Louisville
vs. Monticello, from the eastern
foothills; and Clark County from
the Blue Grass country which
goes agains: Daviess County from
the flatlands of western Ken-
tucky.
The -3ts Xavier - Monticello
game gets underwde at 12:15
p.m. c.s.t.
Louisville's rough and ready
St. Xavier Tigers were the first
to reach the semi-finals with a
44-23 victory over Lexington
Dunbar.
The form& state champions,
:railing 15 to 13 at the half,
knotted it at 15-all early in
:he same period. Coach Gene
Rhodes' Tigers then began play-
ing a deliberate control game
and took only what appeared
to be sure shots.
The Tigers also employed a
smooth - working defense and
utilized exceptional guard play
by Eddie Schnurr and Larry
Duddy to set the tempo. •
The Tigers took over a 19-16
lead in the third period and
ended the frame, 25-16.
Dunbar made a ,do-or-die ef-
fort in the fourth, cutting the
margin to five points with two
quick field goals by William
Smoothers and Felix Scrugs, but
it was the closest the Lexing-
tonians could get.
Schnurr, who led St. Xs second
half rally with 15 points,- took
high point honors with 19. Julius
Berry- led Duncar scoring with
se em,
The 12the Region champion
Trojans of Monticello also came
from behind to win their way
tie 'the semi-finals by defeating
Clay County, 51-45. 
e
'The Trojans took a one-point
lead at 30-29 over Clay County
on a one-hand push shot by
Gene Pendleton in the third
.peridd and, .trstteiltvi  se_ to 22e2.9.
by the end of the quarter.
Clay County hit well in the
first quarter but seemed unable
ti find the range later in the
game. The 13-point Trojan of-
fensive in the third, paced by
Den and Fred Frye. broke the
back of the :opposition for the
moment! but the Clay Countians
continued fighting.
• It was still close, down to
the last four minutes, .when
Monticello had a 42-39 lead'.
Don Frye Pitched in from the
center and Larry Ledbetter came
under on a fast break to run the
acre 46-39.
Clay County slipped in one
quick field geal. but Ledbetter
resumed the attack with a three-
en-one goal. He was fouled by
Bela Keith to make the three
venter. Fred Free theft added
two free :brows and Monticello
took a 10 point lead and went
on to win.
Clark County's Joe Farris
fought off both the flu bug
and •,pposing players to help
the favored Cardinals down
Bowling Green High Street, 67-
65. in quarter-final play.
Farris had been considered a
draihtful starter entire- after he
delin, with • e - dressing as his
High School State
Tournament
By United Press
Quarter Finals
St. Xavier 44
foefritterreEtmehm• 25
Monticello 51 Clay Courgy 45
Clark Cpunty 67
Bowling Green High S'reet 65
Daviess County eh leatard 68
TODAY'S SCHEDULE
Ilene Finals •
St. Xavier - Monticello 12:15 p.m.
Clark Co. - Daviess 'Co 2 p.m. •
Champienship_Game - 6:45 p.m.
DETROIT. TUL.NE MEET
DETROIT IT -The Unriver
ty of Detroit anti Toliane
gel CAM ICCi a 1959 'earthen gam-
their first meutingsla 38 years,
tea m defeated Cynthiana in
Thursdays play.
It was Farris' driving, layup
shut in the final two minutes
Frides night which sent Clark
County suring ahead. Farris
picked up two free throws after
going in for the lasup. The
Cardinal!' Charlie Jett scored one
field goal to give Clark County
a 67-63 lead.
Iligh Street scored one mere
bucket in the game's closing
seconds for the final score.
The Bowling Green squad, the
laNt all-Negro team in the tour-
nament, however let up but
continued their fast - breaking,
hard-pressing game to the final
whistle.
Forward Paul Smith won high
point honors for Clark County
with 24. Bowling Green was
led by slgiht guard Bobby Par-
rish, with 21, followed by Jim
Fears with 19.-
The consistently a ccu rate
shooting of Devices County's
Bobby Rescue enabled the Pan-
thers to put on a late-game rally
and pull away from Hazard to
win, 71-68.
Rascoe poured in an amazing
34 points acid helped the Pan-
thers out of a final period pinch,
when Hazard's Bulldogs nearly
caught up, 61-60. Three field
goals by Hazard's Bobby Baker
and four by Don Smith had
placed the mountain boys only
one-point behind, when Rascoe
began his counter - offensive
which led to the Panther -vic-
tory,.
Daviess County had held a
slim one-point lead at the half
but widened it to seven points
at the end of the third period,
53-46.
Rascoe's affinity for the basket
widened the gap to 11 points
early - in- the filial period but
Hazard also began hitting and
narrowed it: to one-point again
before Hascoe's final shooting
carnival began.
His 34 points were high for
both Daviess County and the
game. Smith bucketed 29 for
Hazard as Baker piled up 27.
Hazard pressed the west Ken-
tuckians all the way and lost
two men on fouls.
-College-Basketball
Results
e I
By UNITED PRESS
NCAA Tournament
At LouleVille. Ky.
flame male
Kentucky 61 Temple 60 ,
Seettile 73 Kensee, State 51
MACKAY MEETS GARRIDO
AI.EXANDRIA, Egypt el -
Barry MacKay of Akron, Ohio,
w:11 play Orlando Garrido of
Cuba Sunday for t h e men's
singles title in the Alexandria
re erna Soiled tennis charnee • -
revise IttacKay beet N.mota Pie-
trangdg of haly, 6-2, 6-0, 8-6,
vete e Ga rrid,, upset top-seeded
Giuseppe Merl. • of Italy, 6-3.
6-2. 6-1, in the .senefinals Fri-
day.
Max. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly Service —
311 N. 4th St. Pb, 98
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St, Phone 262
WE ARE NOW DEALERS IN
Lloyd A. Frye Roofing Nadi-acts
-World's Largest Nlanufacturer
of Asphalt Roofing and
Allied Products
See us for all your roofing needs, whether shingles
or 10 to 20 year Bonded. Built-Up Roof. WA
also furnish Fry's Giant 3-tab 290-lb. Strip Shingles,
with 20 year full-value Bonded Protection.
Asphalt Shingles210-lb. per sq.  ••• • • • $6.25
Slate Roofing 90-lb per sq. :le eves  3.15
Smooth Surface Roofing 55-lb. per sq.  2.35
Smooth Surface Roofing 45-lb. per sq.  1.90
Asphalt Saturated Felt 15 & 30-1b.  2.40
Asphalt Flashing Cement 5-gal. can  4.50
Asphalt Plastic Cement 1-gal can .95
Bucy Building Supplies
I
1.1
•
•
•
4
•
•
JOHNSON PAINTS — GOODYEAR FLOOR TILE
Concord Road Phone 997
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Alege Basketball
Results
By UNITED PRESS
NCAA Tournament
At Low...1111e, Ky.
Semifinals
icka 61 Temple 60 ,
a. 73 Kane-ao State 51
:KAY MEETS GARRIDO
EXANDRIA. Egypt el —
MacKay of Akron. Ohio,
Wei) Orlando Garrido of
Sunday for t h e men's
s title in the Alexandria
Wear1 tennis champion-
:McKay beat Nicole Pic-
ea of Mal). 6-2, 6-0, 8-6,
Garrido upset top-seeded
ppe Merl., of Lta I y 6-3,
in the aernsfine:
lax. H. Churchill
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— Friendly Service —
Ill N. 4th St. Ph. 98
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Kraft Theatre
Tackles Hard
Production
as per weed ter one day, ',liniment ef 17 weer for Gee — Sa per ward for tbree deya. Clarified ads are payable In advanee.
FOR SALE
USED REFRIGERATORS, elec-
teic motors, elecaric stoves, Dwa-
ne/pm ail heaters. We buy and
sell used appliances and motors.
B. B. Dill. Phone 988. TFC
JUST ARRIVED! New setipment
of reong nx,m suite's, plafferm
 I
noekers, swivel chains (3 sizes
to caboose from), bedroom suites,
breakfast sets, ales good selec-
tion of used stoves and reartig-
eratiors, used 11 ft. deep freeze,
miital cabinets of all kinds and
,Lze's i EXellange Furniture Co.,
3nti Sr Maple. Ph. 877. M22C
USED Garden Tractor, disc,
plow, cultivator and grader
blade. Call 519, Lampkins Motor
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
g I—Printer's
measure (P.)
4-Shy •-
13-• Knock
13-A nary
14-in favor of
16- Fuss
IS-Artist's stand
17-Church bench
18-11ow
2o- ttn.mirch
22-Fondles
24-Foiftlik• part
15-City In Als•Ita
23-Guido's high
note
If-Succor
sleep
1-01‘1 ssomiontsh
$2-Vital organ
-34-Anoint
36-Poeed for
portrait
•
•
36-ElectrI11e4
particle
1717.-Saered Image
BD- Male sheep
40- Female hors*
41-Commonplace
43-Torrid
41 -Pox oo e
46-Ph.tform
43-Newt
51- 1.uhrinat•
52-Marine duck
51-Confederate
general
64- Work at one's
trade
66-Portions of
me-chine
56-Yearning
DOWN
1-Period of time
3-Insane
3-Impulsively
Answer to Y eeeee day's Puzzle
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paragraphs
5-Strike out
D-Suitahly
10-Anger
11-Cut
1,_ Bone
21-0z of Celehea
2)-Hebrew isuar
23-African
antelope
24-Paker's
product
23-rnelne
117ffi-Toutonle deity
IA- ilevnrage
30-PIA,*
)-F. ha
33-Cut of rn.nit
34-Thres-toed
sloth
35-Pinner course
(N.)
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mire
Sales. M22C
BUILDLNG LOT 75x261, end of
Ilth Street on Story Ave. Cala
1721-M. M24C
SALE at McClure's Place, 1208
Main. Metal clothes cabinet,
Sanger sewing !methane, paeture
frames by the 100. J. S. Mc-
Clure. Mfbila
I Wanted To Buy 1
CLEAN, COTTON RAGS. No
burstona, zappers. Ledger end
Tunes. Phone 55. TI'
Bus. Opportunities
MOTHERS! Average $1.78 Per
hour for 15 day tame or evening
hours per week. No experience
necessary, but must be good
worker and dependable. Phone.
Jaelcusre Tertn., 2-1880 after 8:00
pan. or write Mrs. Bette Piercey,
P. 0, Box 1006, Jacksion. _If
rural Include chreetionn to home
and phone number. M24C
RELIABLE PARTY 1
Male or Female •
to service a route of cigarette
machines. Ne-tielling or solic-
iting. Routes are established
for operator. Full or part
time. Up to $260 per month
to start. $1,100 to $2,200 cash
required which is secured.
Write, giving full particulars
and phone number to Ameri-
can Viking Mfg. Co., 1513
Foehay Tower, Minneapolis,
inn. ltc
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A NA tee9f/ef NOW 1ty W1LLIAM FULLIR
CHAPTFR 17 the tidal nata was strong We
O F:DIENTLY I ualked pastthe man with the sap. past
the man with the gun, and
stooped and twisted into the baLk ure of a man I hadn't noticed
seat of the sedan The man W107. before came from behind the
the sap clunbed behind the wheel neechcraft, unlatched the wire
sed nu door, started the oar gates oppoette us rind seeing them
and eround .nto gear 1 had bare- open He went ',irk to the air-
ly noticed the fee* that there was plane By the time we'd reached
a third man in the car, seated it the engines were roaring and
next to the drivel in the front
seat The first thing 1 noticed
about him was the roll of fat Lia
the Lack of ins neck The next
thing I notieeu was the coconut Ing into the airplane The man
straw nal that • be wore The co-
_ who'd driven re hung
cenut straw nal sported a W1014 back in the thadous He, nppar-
flambovently red and blue hand,
ently, would be left behind with
I leaned over und tapped
on the shoulder, alley, Porky,"
turn the car. The tat man stood be-
hind me He'd produced a gun
I sale told you that hat band •.rorn somewhere. Its muster
was no good tot this cloak -and• peooded fey bade
vieren t far from the •ca.
The three others ?MCI gotten
out of the car ['he shadowy fig.
dagger stuff. You didn't believe ,.. 
the
me. euh?"
He shrugged • fat shoulder.
"Ildw's Marta, Porky?"
asked.
He turned his ho-ad and tale.
tened • bulging, dead eye on me.
"Marta?" he said. "Who's Mar-
ta?'
"And was it you who killed
Joan Morris, you fat burn?"
toil anger welling up inside maIt was all i CO114(10 to keep from
throuing myself at him, clawing
tor its throat
1 forced Myself to wait
The fat man turned again. He
was quite an actor. This tune
he looked genuinely puzzled.
"Joan Morris is dead?"
I was suddenly weary. "Don t
give me Chat," i wild.
"You killed her, Dolan! Yell,
of course! She wouldn't tell you
wilat you wanted her to tell you.
.9 You couldn't force her to tell
you, and *o you killed her. You
killed her in a fit of rage!" He
shook me head and clucked his
tongue against the root of his
meuth, "Very interesting, Dolan.
Ita indeed, I believe we've un-
der estimated you."
sighed and leaned bad: in my
iprta-v-  ̂, .f7r•
We drove south and left Miami
on Highway I. En less than thirty
minutes we headed east down
a shell road. Ten minutes later
w_ jerked to a stop beside an
aephalt airstrip. Tile area was
enclosed in wire fencing ten feet
high. At the end of, the strip
nearest us was a dilapidated
hangar and a forlorn gas pump.
In front of the hangar was a
email twtn-engine d'irpinne I
kneW little about airplanes, but
was arue to identify this one—
s ..lerelicrn ft.
Le, 
The man beside me prodded me
with ms gun. "Outside, Tinian,
tie said.
There didn't seem to 13e-*.niticn
else to do Bo I followed his in.
(ructions I stood on the shoul-
der ...I the roa and sniffed the
air. Tut pungent; fishy odor of
•
fat Tell said,
My muscles tensed. I could see
Into the cabin of the Beechcraft.
The man who'd entered It *is
moving forward, at a crouch.
He'd taken off his coat and I
could see the gun cradled in s
holster beneath his left armpit
1 wondered how .good the fat
man was with his gun. If I could
somehow get to that car without
taking a bullet in the back I'd
have it made! I wasn't worried
too much about the man in the
cabin, l'd he out of range before
he could get himself organized.
The fat man, then, was my only
problem. It was now or never,
was halfway through the
cabin door. Suddenly 1 twisted
my body, doubled up my legs,
straightened them and aimed my
heels at the fat man's belly. They
connected. His breath left him
In a hoarse, tortured grit. The
gun fired once, hsu-mle . The
fat man and I lay spra ling on
the asphalt runway. I rolled over,
got an arm and leg beneath me
and lunged for him. From the
corner of an eye I had seen the
man who'd hung back In the
shadows moving toward ma
'wee In that fighter's helf-erbuch
again, and the sap was again In
his hand.
I sprawled across the fat man.
1 clawed for the gun in his right
hand Just as I felt the reassuring
bulk of the gun butt in the palm
of: my hand sonlethlatia crashed
Into the back of my head. Ten
thousand tights exploded Inside
my skull. My mouth went brassy
and I felt myself falling slowly,
lazily, into a black and bottom-
less void.
• • •
1 groaned and opened an eye.
Waves of pain swept through my
head. As I became aware of my
Surroundings, I ("mild hear the
'dull roar of airplane engines,
was lying on my back in the
aisle between the seats In the
cabin of the Beeehcraft. A Con-
versation, tn shouted spankea.
the man who'd opened the gates
was going on between two men
up tore ani
I got a nand and • turearni
,n the arm of a seat opposite me
arid painfully hauled myself to I
sitting position I twitted through
a window The sky was silvery
gray with dawn 1 squinted at rnii,
watch through burning eyes It
was 6 05. I worked myself to •
half crouch and flopped into a
seat on the port side of the air-
for us was in the pilot's seat Plane.
The man who'd been sitting , My head was fee
ling a little
beside me in the car was climb- 
better now., 1 tenderly fingered
Inc gaping, swollen wound en the
tack at my head. I winced as my
tingers touched it. How many
blows like this one could a man
take, i wondered, before he lost
his mart-lee.
peered through the window
opposite my seat. The edge ut
the sky dead ahead and to my
left was • delicate pinkish lav-
ender turning to red_ We were
heading east, then, and south.
We'd been flying for somewhat
less than an hour. On a "purse
ease and south out of Miami we'd
be somewhere over the Bahamas.
I peered t h r 0 U g h the window
again. Ahead of U.S and below us
could make out, in the faint
light, the dark, white-fringed
outline of an island.
The shouted Spanish ceased. I
looked forwaid. The flit man was
looking at me. Ella' lips were
fending but his suety face was s
,rnask. of, pure hatred. lie shouted
toomethidg else in Spanish to bin
aide-kick. Then he swayed to his
feet and waddled toward me. the
end of the gun butt showed
above the opening - of a jacket
pocket He was careful not to
come too close to me. Eis leaned
for support on the, back of the
seat across the aisle from me.
His grin was ugly.
"How do you feel, Dolan?" be
▪ "Pule," 1 said. 'I feel just
dandy. How do you feel, you fat
burn? Does your fat gut ache?"
kie drew iwasch deeply, as if
he were making an effort to con-
trol hlrneelf.
"I should have killed you, Do-
lan- Perhaps later 1 shall be
given that opportunity."
I grinned at him. The grin
hurt my face. "I'm scared," I
said. "Do you know that abduc-
Uon is against the law?"
His grin was like • crack in
a rotten melon. "Your naivete
appalls me, Dolan! You were not
abducted. You were Wetted to be
• house guest. There were several
witnesses, though I sincerely
doubt that explanations will ever
be necessary."
An island dearribed as a
heaven In a tra.el milder can
be a Hades for a men not mind-
ing his biedneee, Brad destroy-
era, as "Miami Manhunt" con-
tinues tomorrow.
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK la — NBC-TV's
"Kraft Theatre" tackled a diffi-
cult assignment Wednesday night
with "The Sea is Boiling Hot":
a two-eharcter play, a single
setting, a theme of some weight.
Largely because of Sessue Ha-
yakawa, who turned in a per-
formance that mixed wallop with
sensitivity, It was to a large
extent successful.
The story itself was bone-bare:
Hayakawa, a Japanese soldier
of middle age, has been living
on a Pacific island in tatters
and isolation. His retreat is in-
vaded by Earl Hollianan, a young
American airman, who has been
forced to parachute unto the
island.
The play's concern thereafter
was trust and love. Its aim was
to demonstrate that love and
trust are possible despite the
barriers of communication and
acquired hatreds, and even fur-
ther, to say that survival is only
possible — and worthwhile —
when trust and love are achiev-
ed.
This may look like a sticky
mowl of gumbo on paper, but
Hayakawa and Holliman were
pretty successful in keeping it
unsticky and, more important,
breathing life into it.
Characterless
My only quarrel with the play,
and it may be jingoism on my
part, is an objection to the
character of the American. I take
it that author Simon Wincelberg
was concerned not only with
the situation 'of two isolated
human beings, but with some-
thing larger — Holliman as a
representative of our civilization,
Hayakawa as a symbol of older
culture.
If this was so, Holliman was
working under a bum rap. He
was called upon to play an
Aseagrican who was callow, un-
certain and fumbling, a young
man whose personal relationships
in civilian life were messy and
irresponsible.
Even more strjangely, Rothman
vlas prneraved as- fry-a far the-
most untrusteworthy of the pair
NANCY
NOTICE
SINGER Sewing Machine Sales.
Service on ate makes. Phone
Leon Hata, 934-J before 800 or
after 4:00. Al2C
Mattreasis Rebuilt tote new.
West Ky. Mattress Mfg, Co.,
Paducah, Ky. Murray represen-
tative Tabers Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd, Phone 549. TFC
LOST & FOUND
LOST: Dental braces. Wire and
pin luaite. Resembles bridge
avrthout teeth. Reward. Phone
1765-J, TFric
Medium size white pointer with
lemon head and ears. U found
cell Hub Dunn, Phone 1025 or
2282. 111I25C
LOST: Large blue - grey .ciat,
itsoics like mialitese. II seen please
phone 800. M22C
r-FOR RENT
HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Wax-
ers, orbital sanders, vacuums,
lawn rollers. Starks Hardware,
12th and Poplar. Phone 1142.
TFC
FAR.M HOUSE electricety, wait-
er, garden. $20 month. Correct
F613' Weodwortth, •Ainve, Rt. 1,
Vs male north Alamo Hts, M24P
Services Offered
DEAD STOCK removed fees.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
cellect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1308. A7C
To Late To Classify I
Frigidaire Reheg.rater, in good
condition. Reaesenably priced.
)it2SC
NOT SO MERRY
LONDON I — Robin Hood
reported today he was robbed.
Actor Richard Green, who por-
trays the legendary hero en
television told police burglars
took valuable, worth $70 from
his house.
e •
FISH N' CHIPS
PLATE LUNCHES
PIZZA
ALWAYS BEST AT Ti-le
SOUTHSIDE
DRIVE-IN
• id Phone 1452
—in one scene he pretends
hunger, so he can steal Ha-
yakawa's knife; in another, he
tries to ereep up on Hayakawa
in the dark to kill him with a
rock.
Hayakawa, on the other hand,
was drawn as a character of
some culture. In one scene, the
Japanese builds a rock garden
while the American 'sits under
a tree singing "Let's Remember
Pearl Harbor".
Very early in the game, Haya-
kawa pays back Holliman's un-
kindness by saving the Ameri-
can's life.
Play Saved
What saved "The Sea is Boil-
ing Hot" from a"allimplete lack,
of balance was the climax in
is hich Hayakawa at first refuses
to accept restyle by a newly
arrived American unit because
he, it seems have not really
learned trust. However, without
much motivation, Hayakawa re-
verses this position in the closing
moments.
As far as.. the performance
went, Holliman was sufficiently
deft as the immature American.
Hayakawa, who was making his
Tv debut, contributed most of
the flesh to the play's bones
despite the fact he had few
lines, almost all of them m
Japanese.
The Cahnnel Swim: The Amer-
ican outfit that is sending three
TV series eSea Hunt," "Science
Fiction Theatre", "Favorite Story"
to the Russians this year expects
to receive Soviet animated car-
tootle, ballet and puppet films in
exchange.
June Havoc leaves for Holly-
wood Monday to -make a pilot
film for a new TV series, "Stage
Fright" — NBC has an interest
in it. Perry Como will take a
breather from his NBC-TV show
March 22 and Ray Bolger will
fill in. _Del Mann, who directed
the movie, "Marty," will direct
CBS-TV's "The Reid Mill," a
spec set for April 19.
NBC-TV, which is loving "Fa-
ther Knows Best" to CBS next
__year, already has sold the empty
slot to the same outfit That
sponsors Rosie Clooney. Steve
Lawrence and Eydie Gorrnie may
replace Steve Allen for eight
weeks on NBC-TV this summer.
Girl .,Singers
Keep Working
For A Hit
Arizorbo has more national,
monuments than any other state.
It has 16.
By FRED DANZIG
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK its — The girl
singers keep making those single
records even though the records
fail to get off the ground.
To Mindy Carson, ,honey-hair-
ed star of the just-cloeed.Broad-
way musical, "The Body Beauti-
ful," it's no. cause for alarm.
"Must of 't h e records are
bought by teenagers, and most
of the teenagers who buy recerds
are girls," she explained during
a reeharsal break at the theatre
in which she'll appear tomorrow
on CBS-TV's "The Big Record."
"It's a fact that girls are
interested in boys," Mindy added,
"And this means they don't buy
records by girls. That makes
it easier for boys to get the
hits."
Left Frustrated
Where does this set-up leave
the gal singers? "It leaves us
always frustratecea—Minday said
with a big smile. "But we dim%
give up on it. We just keep
trying to do worthwhile songs
and we forget about fighting
the kids and nature. Then there
are albums — I'm working on
one now for Columbia. Albums
are for our canity. So you see,
the girls don't * give up. We
don't atop recording, even though
we're all frustrated".
Noting that so many of our
hottest records today are made
be teenagers, Minday says these
kids aren't getting host of `itird work."
PAGE TI-SlIFTI
It when it comes to TV. "Lots
of new kids with big records
just can't ,stack up as all-around
perforthers. They lack the ex-
perience. But you set'what hap-
pens.
"A kid will have a good sound
on a record and become popular
—not because of stage presence
but because of the record. TV
comes along and hires the latest
hot record artist — these kids.
When these kids go on, you
see how awkward they are and,
if you don't know any better,
you start equating bad perform.'
ence with normal TV. Remember,
however, that these kids aren't
TV stars or night club per-
formers. They're record stars.
Don't confuse the two. People
tend to confu..v . the mediums
and the kids come off second
best.* 441
Enough TV Background
Mindy, busy until recently
with her Broadway show hasn't
had much time for TV Watching'
but she has had enough work
in the medium to know what
it's all about. In 1951, she had
her own half-hour show and
she's dune many guest shots
since.
A successful night club per-
former, Mindy didn't just- walk
into a Broadway debut. She
worked for six Months .learning
voice projection, ad- she could
be heard in the last row, and
then gained stage eiperience by
working in off-Broadway pro-
ductions of "Wish You Were
Here." "Pajama Game" a nd
"South Pacific?'
Was Broadway all she expect-
ed?
"Yes," said Mindy, "but—/
didn't know there was so much
more to learn. I learned the
biggest thing a performer must
have on stage is authority. 1
think you can learn it, but it's
_WALLIS DRUG
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11:00 a,. m. to 1:00 p.m. tor Church flour
Frazee, Melugin & Holton
INSURANCE AGENTS
AUTOMOBILE — FIRE — CASUALTY
Telephone 331
Murray,
Gatlin Building
Kentucky
Does Make A Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
HELLO,
MR. MC SHULTZ
PHOOEY--- I
THOUGHT THIS
WAS MY BEST
DISGUISE
ABBIE •n' SLATS
I SUGGEST WE ALL REST,
MY BOY, IT'S BEEN A LONG
AND RATHER EMOTIONAL
DAY. TOMORROW
WE'LL TALK AGAIN -
REFRESHED. IS
THERE ANYTFIING
YOU WANT 1
by Erni, Bush:alga
MAR. 11
by Raeburn Van Buren
LI L' ABNER
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AI-4 WOULD Or BIN
SfAA.R.TE.R. TO OF
STARVED TO DE t•TH !!"
a.I\AH Al()D CORPSE WOULDN'T
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Suzannak Wesleys
Meet tn Water
Valley Thursday.
The Suza ranah W&..ey Circle
of the Paris Daentot met Thurs-
day merrang. March 20 at 11:00
in the home of Mrs. M. B. Peac-
e:a, Water Valley. Hoetesses
were Mesdames Mary ShGnkkin.
Odell Joiner, Pet Alden:tee, and
J. E. James.
Mrs. Grace.- Russell. Fulton,
precedent, prescded at, the bu-
ness tract:the. Reixats were (ev-
en tala Mrs. Mischke of her at-
tendance at the executive con-
ference of the Sicanrialis at
which time :he shepherdes.s
emblem was voted to be used
on the front of all"- • Suzannah
year boobs. Plans tvere made
for the conference luncheon a-)
be held in the New Southern
Hotel of Jaclaeon. Tenn, in the
Gold Room. Thursday, June 5.
Mrs. LAMS Putda Dre.a.ien,
Tenn.. presented the program.
Opene The Door To
Waratep." The retired Suses-,
were honored and presented a
potted plant by the preezdent.
Luncheen was served by the
husteces and following the meal
general halowstap was conduct-
ed. A clisetiefteri, with each
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Saturday. March 22
The Dorcas Clasa of the First
Bapust Church wall meet at 7:30
in the !Yearning dir a breakfast
at the Collegiate Grill. Group
VII ts in charge with Mrs. rky-
m MOMS aS captain.
• • • • •
The Alpha Department of the
Murray VI:ornana Club will
have a potluck supper at 6:30
p.m. at the club house. Platuseng
committee is camp...eel of Wayne
Williams. H. 1. &add. Rue Over-
by, am), Canosle Curtail:tn. Hos-
teeses are Mesdames C. la
Shartateseigh, Sylvia Adana B.
F. Schertfac and Mea Capp:e
Beale, Lonye Stater and Mary
last-ter. Speaker will be Dr.
Alta Presean of Murray State
coLeste.
• • • •
Monday. March 24
Circle V of the runt - Idethee
dist Church's WSC wilLmeet
at ;46 the everang in the
recta:14)1.w: hall of the church.
• • • •
Tuesday. March 25
The .taAUI.V B. .k Club will
m.ernber taking part , was held
concerning eadds teghes morn- 0
ergs ,..n persenal de-et/aims rnery BoyAtter-ring from the Murray •
.1,ener.•James. E A Tucker. 0
area were Mesdames Sharilch. ,' .Fights First.*C Whither and Paul Lyles.
Nose Is Big
Question In
Common Cold
By DELOS SMITH •
United, Press Science Editor
NEW YORK IP - A veteran
nasal scientist has downgraded
the v-i-rms--and- Up-graded 'Jae
nose in answering the question
of what causes the common cold.
As for what to do about a cold,
he recommends deep-breathing.
The way Dr. Emanuel M. Jo-
sephson now views the nose,
aVer decades of study a n d
thought. :s that it's . an air con-
ditior.er tremendous efficiency.
But people breathe io shallow
fashion habitually and conetaMIY•
Ache result is they clog it up and
!flee colds.
In his view, a virus or viruses
had nothing to do with -the
great majority" of colds. When
the so-called "common cold
virus" (which has never been
identified) is involved, the viral
Infection is secondary to a break-
down in the air-conditianer.
Mad* Year's Study ,
As an - air conditioner, the
nose warms and moistens the
incoming air if the air is /too
cold and dry, or cools and dries
it if it is too hot and moist.
This. Dr. Josephson said. is his
conclusion after ,a years-old
study of the relation of tbe
nose to the whole aahysialogy of
breathing.
It is all done by the nucous
membrane of the nose and sin-
uses which is richly supplied
with blood vessels. Incoming air
passes over the network af blood
vessels which either cool or
heat the air to their own tem-
perature, and, by processes in-
volving evaporation, humidify it
or dehumidify it.
The chest working as a bel-
lows, as it does in breathing,
provides the fan action which
most air conditioners have *heti
we breathe in. the chest expands.
46Fhis creates „"negative presepre"
which speeds the passage of
blood through the "heat ex-
change" in the, nose When we
breathe shallow, the negative
pressure is small and congestioni
follows:
Gives Conclusions
This causes a breakdown
nasal thermodatie control
temperature and, according to
Dr. Josephson. this is the cause
of "the majority of colds" He
thought either chilling' or be-
coming overheated could trigger
it.
His' cure for the common cold
Ls deep - breathing exercises
which, he said, could be effective
In a mar.efT) -"MI:kites to
hours." These exercises should
be slow, with, "pauses at the
end of inhaling and exhaling."
Nostrils closed by congestion can
be opened this way, although
it takes time and persistence.
He recommended that the exer-
By LYLE C. WILSON
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON I? -Way back
in the horse and buggy days
when that 20th century was
young and gay. a tousle-headed,
ill-pressed, youngish, handsome
man. used :o write pieces for
Pus Kansas column about "The
Ornery Boy."
This writing man had been
a small town ornery boy him-
self, and he wrote with knowl-
edge of the lad. One day he
wrote this:
Every small town -It a s an
irterist7•Hi is mean and
takes delight in it. He prides
himself in having little respect
for anyone, and is happy only
when he is making trouble for
some' one.
It had been evident for some
days. however. that • there was
something wrong in the horre
.0;e:the ornery boy. N:o. far a
week . had he made his escape
from the house by ways of a
knotted rope. and. it had been
longer than that since a noisy
congress of his comrades had
been held in haymow.
A Hushed Air
There was a hushed air about
the apiece: the door-bell was
muffled: the carrier did not blow'
his whistle when he came with
the mail; and, the ornery boy
himself wandered diseansedately
about the yard, never more
looking up when members of
the gang passed by. and r was
noticed that the whooping of
the .other boys ceased as they
drew near the borne- of the
cnery boy.
Almost always the doctor stood
on the front porch with the
ornery boy's pa for a time before
returning to his carriage, and
the ornery 'boy had rioted that
each day- as the two men parted
the doctor would shake hi. head,
just as he had seen the girl
do.. when 'he neighbor women
entered the house.
So. the ornery boy was pre-
pared for it. in a measure. when,
one morning a neighbor woman
took him up to his mother's
room, where his father took
bAm- in his arms - even then
it struck the ornery bay as a
queer thing. for Igo father to
do —. 'and- told him between
sobs that on the next day he
would have no mother: that
even as he make her hold on
life was almost tented.
Neighbors Good To Him
Everybody sympathized with
the ornery boy, of eeurse, and
in the days that folleWed he
noticed that all , the neighbors
were particularly good to
It was a long, Icing ride to
the cemetery, and it, just as
long coming back: 'and, although
the ornery boy thought he had
been through the worsts it was
not until after he had •refdrned
home and saw 'he neighbor
women putting the hawse-
rights - the work !hat his
mother had always done - that
the full sense of his desolation
dawned upon him.
He ',mild not bear to hear
the words of sympathy that
were tendered net tr. stay in
the house where his motherriser lie on his side so gravity had been taken from him, andwould help clogged sinuses to without even whistling far hisdrain, faithful dog, the ornery . boyAnd the way to keep from fled to his den in the barn,havliag colds is to breathe deeply 'here to sob unseen and fightall the time, as a Matter of away alone the first great griefhabit, of his young Iffe.
_
th
of
meet at 7:30 in the evening in
the home of Mrs. Lillian Adams,
1602 Main Street.
• • • •
The layetan Class of the First
Baptist Church will mete at 7:00
in the evening tn the home
of Mrs. A. A. Doherty. Grsup
VII, with Mrs. Doherty as Cap-
tain, is in charge.
- • • • a
Thursday. March 27
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
this evening at 8:00. It Will be
an ,)pen meeting and the public
is invited -L ai ,aacend.. The pro-
gram will be given by Ann
Cochran. Hostesses are Mts-
dames Joe 'Baker Lattleten, C.
C. Lowry, L. D. 'Miller, Robert
Miller, Bill Furgerson, and
Ace McReynolds.
The Hume Department of the
Murray Woman's Club w i 11
meet at 1:00 pm. at the club
haused for the annual luncheon
and program. Prof, itichard Far-
rell will be in charge of the
mts`stal adagrarn. Fair reserva-
tions. oa/1 Mrs. May-nard Rags-
dale before Wednesday noon,
ex teases are Median) es Ma y -
na rd Ragsdale. 0. C. Wells, H.
C. Corn A. F. Doran, Leonard
Vaughn. R. L. Putnam and J.
A. Outland.
• • • •
The Magazine Club will meet
at 2:30 In :he afternoon in the
M y Electric Building. Mrs.
E. S. Furgerson is hositem.
• • • •
Three-D TV
Perfected
By VERNON SCOTT
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD 1.? - 11-ree-
timer:aortal ra a special
process complete w.th g,)aeses
for h -ene viewers, ha s bees per-
figetts1 eatst. ng TV sets
Televiewers now may km&
forward to all manner at objects
and perdomters being hurled
smack into their living reams-
at least that'', what will appear
to
Tri Sigma Alumni
Aleet In MSC Home
Management House
The Tri Sigma Alumni group
met Thursday evening, *arch
20 at 7:30 in-the Mureay State
College home management house
with Miles Frances Brown as
host egg.
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., presid-
ed at the short bus:neas meeting.
P:3ns were made to furnish
refreshments for the Founders
Day Dance spancaored by the
Alpha Ch: chapter at the college
to be held at the Paris Landing
Hotel iin April 5.
The alumni chapter will hon-
or the graduating sent-ors with
the annual Senior Send - Off
party in May.
Officer nornunateons were dis-
embed for the election to be
held at the April meeting.
Dessert and coffee were serv-ed to Mesdames Res Alexander,
0. B. Boone, Jr., Glenn Pore.
John Pasco, Jimmy Robinson,
Hvilmm Elks, Jr.„ Harold Gibson,
Roger Myers and Bill Thurman,
Mrs. Ann Roberts a n d
Patty Martin of Cadiz; special
guests were the officers of the
college chapter, Micas Mary
Nell McCain, Nancy We-aterheld,
Cerinne Buroh, Julia W e t,
Karthreen Korte and Betty Br-
tell.
• t • •
Genet-pi Meet CWF
Meets In Church
Parlor This Week
The Chrtetan Women's Fel-
keaship met recently in t h e
church parlor of the Past Chris-
tian Church fi ir its resider mon-
thly meet ng. Mrs. Ed Frardid+
Kirk., president, preaded.
Mrs. M C. Mai gave the de-
ecttional.. She stead before a
table decorated with fruits. and
fin4od that had been eaten at
Jesus' time as well as today.
Mrs. Howard Nichtlis continu-
ed the pr gram teeth a book re-
view of -The Small Woman."
Durdiag the---bteWnew session
the group reminded that the
thumanetimen are in charge of
visiting the rest home. the hrat
week af April. Mrs. Jahn Pasco
',tressed the importance of sup-
peirolng the Nat:rent Library
1 
Week adriteti u now in progrent."DetrhaVaPh- w a s demon- In is emecaan with this. Mn.Strted .th's week f'''' netw"rk Nichols book chairman. gave herbigwigs who oarne away con- aap,-,et . -
that 3D-TV ha; arrived. a aoao aelerianeed ere theA two-minute him-censer:1ns re** plans at, ".end a Package4 Plardo-otthe views -4 a "afftrt- with hoer to Japan. Many lap-cuunr-z-rcd'a a trAerri-ff tdr°urtd anese women make their denteand a Whirling race of flowers
-proved , c-,ncluvely that a
third demenstain can be added
to the rsatan's vide., sete
Viewers See Depth • • • •tdnLice the 3-D movie process
'hat t:itnres 'meet briefly. "dandle-
" cle.s 0.14 utilize polarize-
tarn aa fuse a double image.
Viewers wearing special Itlagdedsee the depth dimension. Those
without Oka:9es cositnue to re-
ceve a clear. twa-chmensional
picsure. In 'TV petals, the eye-
tern is completely gprnpatible..
"Deratha,graph" was developed
by ex-ectar Wileam Free ate)
predtces future dli dhows will
be sanely 3-D
"At h reit kindie -4'sravs and
ourrenereab vaiii take advantage
of my pr.-retie" Free said. "Then
when there are 100 millian pairs
isf glatses in tne home; cImmatic
stir AVS. Wette nes arid MAIM C12 isS
will move in to 3D.
I nee penile. Process
"The pnketis . is int xix-risive in
filen." he ackled. 'di also can be
applied to lave TV. We use a
prierreatic lens, which puts two
trnages-anne for each, eye-on
'film. When the sinews are worn
the-aide:6th thereenenon is &lined-
iseety apparent "
- "(An you imagthe &mi. one
network would get the jump, on
the rest if 'it had exclusive rageta
to hiliagraplh'' Our system
'could. a .'powerful influence
on all the-twang]."
Free said NBC-TV and Ring
Crvestoy Enterpedses bath have
expressed interest in his 3-D
baby, and that "depthagraph"
steauld make its national debsee
with tA7 claY3.
LIVING BOMB QUENCHED
NAGANO, Japan 'IT -A c9rt5-
...ion worker- at, blew up
a bar here Monday mght rather
than pay his bill threatened to
'Vans-form Irrneelf into a living
law*, when police tried to ar-
rest. trim. Yostrito Shigemura
chmthel a stick of dynamite be-
tween his teeth and warned po-
lice that if they tried tg ap-
proach tam .he would "blew up
mrie 11 ;awl you." Police
suffer-Boned firemen, wain dren-
dhed Shigernura, tris expinsive
' 'Aga r" and three more sticks
of dynignine in his poCkett.
dittoing many ureatOe *snip
from them Anyone wha has us-
ed twee should careace. Mrs. Ed
Frank Kirk or the church oftce.
.1b-s. If avne. -Pickels
Hostess Tt) 'Meeting
Woman's Auxiliary
Mrs_ Wayne Pickets was h0S
ti a recent meeting of the
W, n's icitS a ry- of St J. reds
Eptecopal Church at 1:00 in the
aheraoon in her horne• at the
Oddheater Read.'
Mrs. David_ Crervedres. Auxili-
ary; president. Conducted the
tinniness session. Plans were
completed for the potluck sup-
per to be hold April 3. Thurs-
day evening. at 640 in t Pm e
Murray Menet. Budritng.
During the serial hour. a dc's-
",r1 pla• e was served a) M.-s-
ir-tame.: Gerware, Thomas,
Ted Clack, Harry 9i-hay-Tie. Rex
Welch, Bennie George. Go-,dffe
Hallanan. Shin:ran Klapp and
'inc %tinter, MIS. Dan Pickets.
Exploration
Advice Of
Surgeon
By DELOS .SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK IR - It is grim
but not surprising (since the
highway death toll continues un-
abated) that a note cT surgeon
advocates opening the abdomens
of participants in auto accidents
for a careful look-see therein.
Like anything else, the tech-
niques of repairmen improve
with the need for improvements,
and the point of Dr. Edwin M.
Miller, of- Chicago. was that
there is urgent need fog im-
provements as regards 'the mid-
sections of people' who get them-
selves banged up in cars.
Surgically it's this way: When
the doctor sees the accident
victims, he's naturally impressed
bs bloodied faces and heads
and by shattered limbs. While
laboring to make the indicated
repairs, he might minimize or
overlook abdominal damage.
Immediate Action Necessary
The first doctor at the victim,
Miller said. "will be a wise
man if he always realizes the
necessity for immedate action
(as regards the abdomen) even
though the time may be in the
middle of the night, for a few
precious hours can make the
difference between a life and a
death."
This doctor must. of course,
Miller continued, "deal with the
most urgent things first-secure
an adequate open airways. stop
external bleeding. cover open
wounds. apply necessary splints,
insert a levin tube in the stom-
ach. pass a catheter into :the
bladder, and bent every effort
to combat shock with blood
transfusions."
But while he is thinking and
doing oll - this, he must not fail
to take notice of any symptom,
'ne- matter how' slight." coming
from the abdomen, "remembering
always that a relative minor
injury may rupture a bowel,
and a serious injury may at
times leave no visible marks of
violence."
Stating his views jn the techni-
cal organ of the American Col-
lege of  Surceons, Miller said
"valuable time can be lost by
too much debate about negative
evidence.- such as inconclusive
showings of X-ray plates, "time
which might be used to better
advantage by getting the patient
to the operating room."
Iltiucies Not Obvious
He was referring to the less
obvious abdominal injuries, of
course, such at srnall perforations
of the colon arid the duodunum,
which is "like a toy balloon.
easily ruptured by even a -mild
&tact blow if the force is applied
so suddently that the Involuntary
defense of the contracted abdom-
inal muscles has not had time
to exert itself."
"The surgeon may occasionally
close an abdomen after thdrough
search for suspected pathologic
conditions without finding any-
thing abnormal, and he may
feel much chagrined because he
has subjected his patient, already
suffering from concomitant inj-
uries elsewhere, to an unneces-
sary operation." Millet said. "But
he will have made certain that
a hidden serious lesion has not
been overlooked, and he will
have a patient recovered rather
than a death due to his neglect."
PRODUCTION PLANS FOILED
TUPELO, Miss IT - Dairy
farmer Rot>ert Earry planned to
switch production to a more
stimulating beverage. However,
police frustrated his ambitions
by discovering a shiny new
moonshine still in Earry's barn
before he could get it into opera-
tion.
 a.
DRAM A DAV KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY7-Irs great ti be
98, says Thomas Patten, oldest citizen of Randolph, Mass,
as he sports a 150-year-old topper and a king-size Japanese
pipe. Say. he, "SmokIna good, been doing It since I was 12.
Been having a litUe glass of brandy every day, too." He is
a former harness maker. (international Pouedpliotor
running eimetting like this:
f reth -bak ed loaves .if bread,
prepared trent --different Arnaud
and by 'different mixing
proCeckires, are sliced arid rea-
died riga a aliest. They ase.apiaced
in a *sing oven at 66 degrees
for labillninutes arid when they
come - out their water content
has been towered flown the nor-
mal 36 to 311 per cent to five
per cent_
The slices are then packed in
varying pereeds Later they are
removed. water .s added and
they are tented for taste and
feel Dr Daylield said no time
tests have been trade, but pre-
surniably the dried bread can be
stored. for *years.
But the bread daesn't always
come out of the retrydriatioe
process as it went in. Sometimes
it develops crackwiand features,
other time. rt may crumble or
break. These bauthris are dis-
posed of and the process started
again.
-The feel of the bread is like
Beth bread," Dr. Hayfield said.
"And while some of the flavor
of fresh bread has been keg,
the taste a placable. Even-
of course. it is hoped to
develop a product that can paw
testis by a panel of blind-folded
Waters."
PERSONALS s
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Cress
recently returned fawn a trip
.16 Virginia and Flartcla. Thehr
son, A. B. Crass, is stationed
with the Navy in Virghnia. They
spent several days visiting with
ham.
• • • •
Mrs. E. C. Parker, Elm Street,
is vtsating her daughter, Mrs.
Jahn Warner and Mrs. Warner,
in Elizabethtown, for several
days.
•.• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Everett and
Have A Slice
2-Year Old
Bread
TALLAHASSEE. Fla. - -
Scientists at Florida State UM-
verolity are Vit,ric_ing in a methicd
that ultimately may - enagle in
to eat two-year-old bread--and
enjoy, it.
Under' a contract with the
U. S. Army Quartermaster
Corps, the rearchers are kick-
ing for a bread formula that
Will allow breed to be dehydra-
ted, stored for years, then re-
hiednited for use.
Dr. E G. Bayfitild, associate
profekior in charge of the re-
searth reports that bread bak-
ed with certain formulas and
with certain additives hos been
-found.' In tits tabonattary, to
stand up well under the drying
prucees. 'After water is added
*Vera! - monti: later, it "looks,
feels and pretty well tastes
Eke fresh bread."
Although the research has-
n't gene far enough for any
"defi v e" results. Baftc4d
said, slices of breed from tame
fermulas have been found, after
rehydrareon, to bend like fresh
bread when the slices are held
at the edge.
Thousands of !eaves of bread,
baked in the department's ov-
ens id the basement 'if an add
tkning built:Eng, ptready
have been used in research.
and Mr.. and Mrs. J. W. Atkins,
Sr., of McKerizie,' Tenn., were
nest's in the borne of Mrs. J.
D. Siecten and daughters, Sun-
day and attended open house
at the Hank of Murray. Mr.
Everett is president of the Mc-
Kenzie Bank (Incb Mr. Adana is
a director.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Curt Jones and
Mrs. Ha:sell Keller of Detroit,
Mich.. have been guests this
week of •their mother, Mrs. Mike
Farmer who has been dl at her
home. Mrs. Farmer is much im-
proved and Mr. and Mrs. Jones
and Mrs.. Hassell will retern to
their home this weekend.
, • • • •
Mas. Eccles Billington of
Cleinsville, Florida tasited this
peat week in the home of her
sitter. Mrs. A. P. Slaughter of
'Murray.
• • • •
Bro. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman
Pad as their guests ths week
their daughter, Mrs. Corinne
Rexnaat and her- daughter, Judy
of Lebanon Junetton,• Ky. They
aS.0 visited other relatives and
friends in and around Murray.
Mrs. Rexrpat has been teaching
in the Lebanon Junction High
School for the past twelve years.
• • • •
Women's Association
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Jack Belote
The Women's Association of
the College Presbyterian Ctrurrh
met Thunectay, March 20 in the
home of Mrs. Jack Belote. Mrs.
B. F. Scherttus, preeident, con-
ducted the business meeting.'
The program was given on
"Medical Mrs-dons" ' by Miss
Dorety Denman. -.A speded of-
fering was taken for medical
rnacesson durarg the prtgram. , _
Refreshments were served to
setateeeen members and one
vtisitor. •
• • • •
It Pays To Buy
A Christmas Tree
HALLOWELL, Me. - RP -
Doyle T. Vautour, director of
the Maine Dairy Oauricil arid
Some Flavor Lost Milk Comnettee, will buy a
The expr.ments have been Christmas tree next time. N
more do-d-yourself stuff.
Juat berate Chaterwas. 1957,
Vs urour cireve many mites
searchtrig for a suitable spot
to cut his tree. He *tanned
permeation from a farmer. drovecat mar) the woods and chri;ped
dawn a Moshe specimen.
He leaded the tree into his
ear. hentierl out of the wee:Ara
trt a reel- and etr raped the
mufferlecen the auternebile.
Vatratin figured .the tree cost
him $17 50 when he added up
re hes- voter on gaisaline. a
gift to the farmer and met of
car repo ire
The tweet blow came when
he arrived home. The tree look-
ed Sorel in the woorfs, but out
in the open we's' a setraggly fir
"Next time spend $2 and
buy one at the corner." Vim-
taut owed
Red Wings Lose Mickoskl
DETROIT tr. - Left wing
Nick Mieloodci today became the
leth player hest ti the Detroit
Red Wings this weein when it
was rebortect he has developed
phlebitis in his left leg and will
be out of act:In indefirtte1y.
Mdcieraci injured the knee Feb.
16 and the phlebitis apparently
was an ourtgrowth of the injury
I 
Dale & Stubblefield Drug 1
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New Washer
For Surgical
Tools Made
•
CHICAGO -EP- The drudg-
ing, malty and often dangerous
task of washing surgiCal in-
Strumersts in a ispital hoe now
been made as. 4ey as doing the
family !atm& a home wash-
*
em.
The revolutionary, fully au-
tomatic machine that has turn-
ed the trick gets its cleaning
punch from power - tacked
sound waves, not elbow great.
The machine, known as the
Ttentic Ultraanic Washer, is
TIOW being marketed nationwide
fcr the first time by Amenean
Hospital Supply Corporation if
Evanetten, 1111. "Ft has undergons
more than two yeers of ex"'
tensive testing, held openad r.
and use in "pilot" terspitals.
The machine's effectiveness
may well render the hospital
iner.rurnentt scrubber obsolete as
the ald was tub. For tipv
cleaner matches the work ,if
three' men with a thoroughinese
that manual scrubbers canna.,
even approach. -Instrumeree,
curne out micescapically dear.
The wadrier was developed by
the American Hospital Supply
Carp eat: on and Acoustica As -
sociatea, Inc., the manufacturer
No Attention Needed
The eubstitute for human en-
ergy employed in the ?tenet.
Ultnasunic Washer is 'the enorm-
ous energy develeped from Ut-
trasunic sound waves. These
wawa vibrate so rapidly -
above 18,000 times a seernd-
that they can't be' picked up by
the human ear.
These sound waves, directed
Into the water containing ob-
jeces to be cleaned, attack, ima-
m and trreak down foreign
rnattera, even particles jammed
in. tiny oPenimeas arid crevices. •
The stainless steel unit, snni-
tar in size and control featuret&
to au:arm-tic home authors, wally
wash arei rinse up to 100 in-
strurnenits in a few minutes.
Once the operator' kid; ttw
machine and flicks a dial to
start the ..peration, 1310 further
attention is needed.
Pilot studtes revealed 'bah-
1,ng revolts when heavily soli-
abed tikealcaked instrumento
And cattier equipment were sub-
jected to the Clea rt. rtg power 014
the It mac Ultrasonic Washer.
Foreign matter, such as dirt,
bkod arid bits of :issue, dis-
inteignatecl and Ousted off in
clear ranee water.
Meradils,
* ENDS TIONITE *
"COOPER SKY"
* A ItifD *
Jayne Mansfield in
"GIRL CAN'T HELP IT'
STARTS SUNDAY!
,the Maid was in the pantry PANTING...
the ACTRF-SS had a PLAY ...and the
MISTRES.S wanted SERVICE of a VERY
SPECIAL KIND!
usevesst.WtsitusnOtUU. tangos
MINSON 7 aEa.acowls.amswiscom
Repressuring oil wells with
waste gas in souitiern Arkansas
;Al ft Ida has attracted interna-
tional attentam, bringing vat -
t° N from foreign counines to
study the engineering methocb.
)-
How Would You Like
To Be The Owner
of your own
INSURANCE
BUSINESS?
Here is an excellent
opportunity for the
aght person!
We are looking for a
person, man or woman,
to take over the agency
of Calloway for a large
MUTUAL
INSURANCE
COMPANY
We write:
Auto - Fire
and Life Insurance
You do not have to have
in *office - our company
furnishes all supplies.
You may work e it her
part time or full time.
Earn while you
learn! We will be
glad to teach you.
The person who is chosen
must be of unquestion-
able character.
If you are interested
and feel qualified
tu:lified
w
R. E. BRADLEY *
District Mgr.
Phone FR 6-3618
PRYORSBURC, KY.
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